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Executive Summary
The City of Ann Arbor, Michigan (the City) is investigating options to improve safety and
minimize the impacts of train horn noise at multiple at-grade highway-rail crossings
throughout the community. The Federal Railroad Administration’s (FRA’s) Train Horn
Rule, issued in June 2005, provides an opportunity to accomplish this objective. The Train
Horn Rule specifies the procedures and actions necessary to establish a train horn quiet zone
for at-grade highway-rail crossings.
The City retained the services of SRF Consulting Group Inc. to conduct a Quiet Zone
Assessment to identify the crossing improvements required for quiet zone implementation at
nineteen rail crossings on the Ann Arbor (AA) Railroad’s Mainline Subdivision and two rail
crossings on the Great Lakes Central (GLC) Railroad’s Ann Arbor Subdivision. This
assessment included a field diagnostic review of the crossings with representatives from the
City, the Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT), the FRA, AA Railroad, and
private crossing owners. This report provides a summary of the quiet zone assessment
methodology, discussion items, and recommendations. The report also includes proposed
crossing improvement scenarios with planning level layouts and construction cost estimates
for each crossing, and a discussion of the potential for a phased quiet zone implementation.

Qualifying for Quiet Zone Implementation
The first requirement for cities seeking to implement a quiet zone is ensuring that each
public crossing within the proposed quiet zone is equipped with the minimum requirements
of entry gates and flashing lights with power-out indicators as well as constant warning time
(CWT) detectors where reasonably practical. Only one crossing (Dhu Varren Road) is
currently equipped with these warning devices. The remaining crossings would need to be
upgraded at a cost of $250,000 to $400,000 per crossing.
Once the minimum warning device requirements are met, the FRA then evaluates potential
quiet zones using a complex risk prediction and assessment calculation. The FRA’s online
Quiet Zone Calculator is used to calculate the risk index at each crossing. The risk
calculations are based on factors such as train volumes and speed, highway traffic volumes,
crossing geometry, and crash history. The FRA assumes that when the routine sounding of
horns is eliminated, the risk at each crossing will increase. In order to qualify for quiet zone
implementation, the City must install additional safety improvements such as non-traversable
medians or four-quadrant gates to bring the risk levels in the corridor below the existing risk
levels with the horn, or below a national average risk level established by the FRA.
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Diagnostic Meeting and Railroad Coordination
As recommended by the Train Horn Rule, this assessment included an on-site diagnostic
meeting with participation from key representatives from the City, MDOT, FRA, AA
Railroad and private crossing owners. The diagnostic meeting was held on October 3rd,
2018. The diagnostic meeting minutes are provided in Appendix A. At each crossing, the
diagnostic team evaluated the site conditions to evaluate safety issues and identify potential
crossing improvements. Further coordination with the railroad has been conducted to
provide estimated costs for warning device upgrades at each crossing.
One item discussed at the diagnostic meeting included the potential for crossing closures,
which would reduce overall project costs and increase corridor safety, but would need to be
weighed against the negative impacts to traffic circulation and property access. The team also
discussed the potential for utility conflicts at multiple crossings. The development of detailed
cost estimates for utility relocation are beyond the scope of this study and will need to be
developed through further coordination between the railroad and the utility provider.
However, each scenario included in this study includes a utility contingency to account for
the uncertainty with this aspect of the quiet zone implementation.

Crossing Improvement Scenarios
Multiple crossing improvement scenarios are available which would allow for the
implementation of one or more quiet zones in Ann Arbor. Various crossing improvement
scenarios were developed by selecting individual crossing improvement options described in
this report. The options were selected to achieve a specific goal for each scenario such as
selecting options that result in the highest levels of safety or selecting only the most costeffective scenarios while leaving others with only the minimum crossing signal upgrades.
Documentation of the quiet zone risk calculations is included in Appendix B.
Each scenario below includes estimated costs for upgrading the railroad crossing signals, the
estimated roadway costs associated with each improvement, a contingency for potential
utility relocation or modification, and estimated annual maintenance costs based on guidance
from MDOT’s online railroad crossing annual maintenance estimates.
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Figure i. Crossing Improvement Scenarios
Improvement
Scenario
Scenario 1:
Signal
Upgrades Only
Scenario 2:
Cost Effective
Scenario 3:
Cost Effective
with One
Closure
Scenario 4:
Cost Effective
with Two
Closures
Scenario 5:
High Safety
Scenario 6:
Phased, North
Scenario 7:
Phased, South

Signal Costs

Roadway
Costs

Utility
Contingency

TOTAL

Annual
Maint.
Costs

$5,250,000

$7,000

$1,440,000

$6,697,000

$39,000

$5,250,000

$465,000

$1,440,000

$7,155,000

$39,000

$5,000,000

$465,000

$1,360,000

$6,825,000

$37,000

$4,700,000

$433,500

$1,280,000

$6,413,500

$35,000

$5,400,000

$1,050,250

$1,440,000

$7,890,250

$39,000

$1,800,000

$166,000

$560,000

$2,526,000

$14,400

$3,450,000

$299,000

$880,000

$4,629,000

$24,600
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Introduction
Study Purpose and Background
The City of Ann Arbor, Michigan (the City) is investigating options to improve safety and
minimize the impacts of train horn noise at multiple at-grade highway-rail crossings
throughout the community. The Federal Railroad Administration’s (FRA’s) Train Horn
Rule, issued in June 2005, provides an opportunity to accomplish this objective. The Train
Horn Rule specifies the procedures and actions necessary to establish a train horn quiet zone
for at-grade highway-rail crossings.
The City retained the services of SRF Consulting Group Inc. to conduct a Quiet Zone
Assessment to identify the crossing improvements required for quiet zone implementation at
nineteen rail crossings on the Ann Arbor (AA) Railroad’s Mainline Subdivision and two rail
crossings on the Great Lakes Central (GLC) Railroad’s Ann Arbor Subdivision. A map of
the corridor with the locations of the proposed quiet zone crossings is shown in Figure 1.
This assessment included a field diagnostic review of the crossings with representatives from
the City, the Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT), the FRA, AA Railroad, and
private crossing owners. This report provides a summary of the quiet zone assessment
methodology, discussion items, and recommendations. The report also includes proposed
crossing improvement scenarios with planning level layouts and construction cost estimates
for each crossing, and a discussion of the potential for a phased quiet zone implementation.

Minimum Warning Device Requirements
At a minimum, each public crossing in a proposed quiet zone must be equipped with entry
gates and flashing lights with power-out indicators as well as constant warning time (CWT)
detectors where reasonably practical. Note that gates are equipped with one or more bells
which sound as audible warning devices when the gates are being lowered even at quiet zone
crossings. The crossing bell typically sounds at a range of 85-95 decibels, or roughly onethird of the sound level of the train horn.
Information on the characteristics of the Ann Arbor crossings is summarized in Table 1 on
the following page. Only one crossing (Dhu Varren Road) is equipped with the minimum
warning devices. The remaining 20 proposed quiet zone crossings are not equipped with the
minimum warning devices and will need to be upgraded prior to quiet zone implementation.
The locations of these crossings are also shown in Figure 1.
A summary of the discussion regarding the use of CWT detection at these crossings is
included in the Diagnostic Meeting section of this report.
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Table 1. Minimum Crossing Requirements
Crossing Name

Crossing
ID

Average
Daily
Traffic
(ADT)

ADT
Year

Gates

Flashing
Lights

CWT

20,000

2010

No

Yes

Yes

AA Railroad Crossings
S State Street

000209V

Private Crossing

000211W

E Hoover Avenue

000212D

5,603

2010

No

Yes

Yes

Hill Street

000213K

10,100

2010

No

Yes

Yes

E Madison Street

000214S

4,149

2010

No

Yes

No

S Main Street

000215Y

4,149

2015

No

Yes

No

Private Crossing

000216F

W Jefferson Street

000218U

1,126

Ashley Street

000219B

N/A

N/A
No

Yes

No

1,944

2010
2010

No

Yes

No

William Street

000220V

4,577

2010

No

Yes

No

S First Street

000221C

3,600

2009

No

Yes

No

W Liberty Street

000223R

8,000

2010

No

Yes

No

W Summit Street

000228A

4,600

2016

No

Yes

Yes

Wright Street

000231H

150

2010

No

No

Yes

Longshore Drive

000232P

624

2010

No

No

Yes

Pontiac Trail

000233W

7,852

2017

No

Yes

Yes

148

2010

No

No

No

Bowen Street

000234D

Traver Road

000235K

463

2016

No

Yes

Yes

Barton Drive

000236S

2,250

2010

No

Yes

Yes

Traver Road

000239M

460

2010

No

No

No

Dhu Varren Road

000240G

2,487

2007

Yes

Yes

Yes

GLC Railroad Crossings

Note that the FRA requires that traffic volumes be no more than 1-2 years old for the
purposes of quiet zone risk calculations. The traffic included above are sufficient for the
purposes of preliminary risk calcualtions, but will need to be updated prior to submitting
quiet zone documentation to the FRA.
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Figure 1.

Proposed Quiet Zone Crossing Locations
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Quiet Zone Risk Calculations
The FRA evaluates potential quiet zones using a complex risk prediction and assessment
calculation. The FRA’s online Quiet Zone Calculator is used to calculate the risk index at
each crossing. The risk calculations are based on factors such as train volumes and speed,
highway traffic volumes, crossing geometry, and crash history. The FRA determines the
viability of quiet zone implementation by comparing three risk index values:
•

•

•

QZRI – The Quiet Zone Risk Index is the average of the risk index values for each
crossing in a proposed quiet zone assuming train horns are not routinely sounded. The
current QZRI value of the proposed quiet zone crossings is 5,631 prior to the
implementation of additional safety improvements.
RIWH – The Risk Index With Horns is the average of the risk index values for each
crossing in a proposed quiet zone assuming no additional safety improvements and the
routine sounding of horns. The RIWH typically represents the existing risk levels. The
current RIWH value of the proposed quiet zone crossings is 3,376.
NSRT – The Nationwide Significant Risk Threshold is the average risk level of all
highway-rail crossings in the United States that are equipped with flashing lights and
gates and at which locomotive horns are routinely sounded. The NSRT is recalculated
annually to reflect existing risk trends. The current value of the NSRT is 14,723.

The QZRI for a proposed quiet zone is reduced through the implementation of FRAapproved Supplementary Safety Measures (SSMs) and/or Alternative Safety Measures
(ASMs). A quiet zone may be implemented when SSMs and/or ASMs have been installed
sufficient to bring the QZRI below either the RIWH or the NSRT. It is important to note
that the QZRI and RIWH are measured as an average of the corridor as a whole rather than
for individual crossings.
An illustration of the risk calculations and comparisons is shown in Figure 2. This figure
shows the individual risk levels (vertical bars) and corridor average risk levels (horizontal
lines) for a hypothetical three-crossing quiet zone. The blue bars and lines represent the
existing risk levels assuming the horn is still sounded and no additional crossing
improvements have been implemented. The red bars and lines represent the risk levels
assuming the routine horn sounding is eliminated, but no additional crossing improvements
have been implemented. The green bars and lines represent the risk levels after
improvements have been made to 3rd Street and 5th Street. The 12th Street crossing is not
improved and the risk levels for that crossing remain higher than the existing risk levels.
However, the average risk in the corridor is decreased below both the RIWH and NSRT
thresholds, qualifying for quiet zone implementation.
Note that in the example below, the NSRT threshold is lower than the RIWH threshold. In
the proposed Ann Arbor quiet zone, the NSRT threshold is higher than the RIWH
threshold, and is therefore easier to achieve.
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Figure 2.

Example Risk Calculations

Reducing Risk Below National Average
If the QZRI is reduced below the NSRT alone, the quiet zone may be implemented, but the
FRA will conduct an annual risk review to ensure that the quiet zone improvements still
comply with the Train Horn Rule and that the QZRI is still below the NSRT. If an annual
review finds that the quiet zone no longer qualifies, the public authority is given three years
to install additional improvements to bring the quiet zone back into compliance. While the
City has the option to implement a quiet zone by meeting the NSRT threshold, SRF
encourages the City to consider alternative scenarios that will meet the RIWH threshold,
avoiding the annual risk review process while also making the corridor safer than the current
conditions.

Reducing Risk Below Existing Levels
If the QZRI is reduced below the RIWH using SSMs at every crossing, the quiet zone may
be implemented and the City must provide an update to the FRA every five years stating that
the safety measures implemented to achieve the quiet zone are still in place as proposed. If
the QZRI is reduced below the RIWH without the use of SSMs at every crossing, this
update to the FRA must be provided every three years. Costs associated with these updates
include staff time needed to prepare the confirmation letter and the cost of collecting
updated traffic volumes at each crossing if not available from other sources.
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Types of Crossing Improvements
The FRA has pre-approved a variety of Supplementary Safety Measures (SSMs) to be used to
improve safety at each crossing. These options and their corresponding risk reduction values
are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Closure or Grade Separation (100 percent risk reduction)
Four-Quadrant Gates (77-82 percent risk reduction)
Channelization Devices (e.g. Tuff Curb, Qwick Kurb) (75 percent risk reduction)
Non-Traversable Medians (80 percent risk reduction)
One-Way Street (82 percent risk reduction)

Examples of these improvements are shown on the following page. Of these improvements,
four quadrant gates and non-traversable medians are the most commonly used.
Channelization devices are also frequently used in place of non-traversable medians where
cost, narrow roadway width, or other roadway conditions must be considered. However, the
channelization devices (also referred to as channelized delineators) can be damaged by
vehicles or during snow removal operations, necessitating ongoing monitoring and
maintenance. Due to these factors, non-traversable medians were determined to be the most
desirable crossing improvement option at most of the crossings in the corridor.
Non-traversable medians must meet minimum length requirements in order to be used for
full risk reduction credit. The FRA mandates that medians and delineators must extend a
minimum of 100 feet from the crossing gate arm. However, a 60-foot median is also
acceptable if a longer median would interfere with either a public roadway or a commercial
driveway. Medians that are shorter than these standards may still be used but are considered
Alternative Safety Measures (ASMs) and require the submittal of a Quiet Zone Application
to the FRA. Risk reduction for reduced length medians is applied on a prorated basis. For
example, if the proximity of intersections limits both median lengths to 30 feet instead of the
minimum 60 feet, the median will be considered half as effective (40 percent reduction
rather than 80 percent).
In some cases, crossing improvements may be difficult or impossible due to the
configuration of roadways, accesses, and other factors. However, the Train Horn Rule does
not require improvements at every crossing in a quiet zone.

Wayside Horns
In place of SSM or ASM improvements, the City may also implement wayside horns at one
or more crossings. Wayside horns are stationary horn systems located at a highway rail grade
crossing. These systems must meet the same decibel level requirements of standard train
horns, but their stationary location creates a smaller area of noise impact. Crossings with
wayside horns must also be equipped with the minimum warning device requirements of
gates and flashing lights with power out indicators and CWT detection. In our experience,
wayside horns are rarely used as they still require upgrade crossing warning devices and only
reduce the horn sound rather than eliminate it.
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Four-Quadrant Gate

Non-Traversable Median

Channelization Devices
Delineators

One-way Street

Closure
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Diagnostic Meeting
As recommended by the Train Horn Rule, this assessment included an on-site diagnostic
meeting with participation from key representatives from the City, MDOT, FRA, AA
Railroad and private crossing owners. The diagnostic meeting was held on October 3rd,
2018. The diagnostic meeting minutes are provided in Appendix A. At each crossing, the
diagnostic team evaluated the site conditions to evaluate safety issues and identify potential
crossing improvements. A summary of the improvement options is included in the following
section.
Many factors and issues related to the FRA Train Horn Rule and quiet zone implementation
were discussed during the meeting and are included in the meeting minutes. The following
section summarizes some of the key discussion items.

Crossing Closures
Roadway closures were discussed as potential improvement options at several crossings with
lower traffic volumes. Roadway closures can be difficult to implement due to the significant
impact on traffic circulation and property access. However, closures effectively eliminate the
risk at a crossing and are therefore an effective improvement option. Incentive funding for
crossing closures may be available from MDOT. The amount of funding is dependent on
the traffic volumes as well as the number of closures that are pursued. The crossing
improvement recommendations in this study include scenarios with and without the use of
closures.

Potential Utility Conflicts
Multiple crossing locations have the potential for conflicts between utility lines and gate
arms. In some cases, this may be addressed through gate mast placement. Other cases may
require utility relocation or raising. Unfortunately, it is not possible to identify all conflict
points without conducting additional survey work outside the scope of this study. For the
purpose of cost estimation, a contingency of $80,000 was added to every crossing
requirement warning device upgrades. Based on the information available, this should be a
considered a conservative estimate. Some crossings with potential conflicts may not require
utility relocation or modification, or the modification may not require the full cost at each
crossing.
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Constant Warning Time Waiver
Constant Warning Time (CWT) is a type of train detection required—where reasonably
practical—by the FRA for all new QZ implementations. Simple train detection systems (e.g.,
motion sensors, track circuits) are designed to activate the crossing warning devices when
they are triggered by a train a minimum of 20 seconds before the train enters the crossing. In
cases where a train is approaching the crossing more slowly than usual, this warning time at
the crossing may increase significantly. Motorists at the crossing may interpret the longer
waiting time as a sign that the warning devices are malfunctioning and attempt to circumvent
the gates. CWT addresses this issue by measuring the speed of the approaching train and
adjusting the timing of the warning device activation to maintain a consistent warning time
for every warning device activation.
During the diagnostic meeting, AA Railroad representatives noted that some crossings in the
corridor may have issues with CWT installation due to the tendency for water to pool on or
near the tracks. This is particularly an issue during winter months when the track ballast
becomes saturated with roadway runoff and road salt. These conditions may cause a short in
the track circuit, falsely activating the warning devices.
The Train Horn Rule notes that CWT is required “where reasonably practical.” In some
cases, the FRA can waive the requirement for CWT at specific crossings. The potential for
CWT waivers in the corridor was discussed at the diagnostic meeting. Such waivers are
typically allowed only for siding or yard tracks where operational conditions would prevent a
CWT system from operating as intended. The FRA has historically required CWT to be
installed at all mainline tracks in a quiet zone except under unusual circumstances. The City
has the option of submitting a CWT waiver request for one or more crossings in the quiet
zone, but there is no guarantee that this would be granted by the FRA. Note that the waiver
request must be submitted jointly with the railroad.
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Crossing Improvement Options
At each crossing, the diagnostic team evaluated the site conditions to evaluate safety issues
and identify potential crossing improvements. A summary of the recommended
improvement options is included below. High-level aerial layouts of the improvements and
construction cost estimates are also included on the following pages. The preliminary
estimates were developed for each improvement option based on SRF’s previous experience
with quiet zone implementation as well as input from AA Railroad regarding warning device
upgrade costs. The following improvement options were considered at each crossing:
•

Minimum Warning Device Upgrades: At a minimum, each crossing must be
upgraded to include gates, flashing lights, power-out indicators, and CWT detection. The
cost estimates for these improvements range between $250,000 and $400,000 per
crossing depending on the number of gates and cantilever-mounted flashing light
systems required. Note that pedestrian gates are not required by the FRA for quiet zones
and are not included in the estimated costs for warning device upgrades. Pedestrian gates
typically cost an additional $50,000 per pair. Pedestrian warning is achieved through
signage, flashing lights, and warning bells that sound when the gates are lowered
regardless of quiet zone status.

•

Four-Quadrant Gates: This improvement option has the advantage of causing minimal
impact to access to adjacent properties but is typically more expensive than other
available options. AA Railroad does not currently have any four-quadrant gates on their
system and their preference is to avoid their use when possible since they require more
maintenance compared to simple two-quadrant gate systems. Based on information
provided by AA Railroad, the estimated cost of a four-quadrant gate system is $500,000.
Four-quadrant gates are proposed only at the Summit Street crossing, where other
improvement options are not feasible.

•

Non-Traversable Medians: These improvements prevent motorists from
circumventing lowered gate arms. The Train Horn Rule dictates that medians must be at
least six inches high and should be at least 100 feet long as measured from the gate arm
to the last full-height section of the median. Medians can be as short as 60 feet and still
qualify as SSMs if public roadways or commercial accesses prevent longer medians.
Medians shorter than 60 feet are classified as ASMs and require the submittal of a Quiet
Zone Application to the FRA. Commercial accesses should be closed or relocated if they
are within the extents of the median. Private accesses may remain within the extents of
the median, but would be limited to right-in/right-out (RIRO) access. Standard medians
two to four feet wide are estimated at approximately $350 per linear foot. Access
closures or relocations are estimated at approximately $20,000 to $30,000 per access
depending on the extents of modification.
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•

Channelization Devices/Channelized Delineators: These improvement options
function similarly to non-traversable medians and are subject to the same length
requirements. Their narrow width makes them suitable for locations where narrow
roadway width would prevent the use of medians, but additional maintenance and
upkeep are required as they are more susceptible to damage. Costs for these
improvements are estimated at $150 per linear foot.

•

Wayside Horns: These horn systems do not technically qualify as an SSM or ASM
improvement, but they may be used as a substitute for train horns. For risk calculation
purposes, crossings with wayside horns are removed from the calculations. Wayside
horns are not typically recommended as they do not fully eliminate the train horn sound
and also still require the installation of crossing warning devices. They are estimated at
$100,000 per crossing in addition to the minimum signal upgrade costs.

•

Closure: Closure of a crossing will reduce risk by 100 percent but will have a significant
impact on traffic circulation and access. An additional benefit is the cost savings of
avoiding the minimum signal upgrade requirements. Incentive payments from MDOT
are available and are valued at approximately $100,000 per crossing. For the purposes of
this study, closures are considered a cost neutral option. Roadway reconstruction and
fencing is typically required to fully close the crossing to both vehicular and pedestrian
access.

•

No Additional Improvements: The Train Horn Rule does not require that additional
improvements be installed at every crossing, so long as each is equipped with the
minimum signal requirements. For each crossing, the option to install only the minimal
signal upgrade requirements is available to the City. However, SRF recommends that the
City consider additional crossing improvements where possible.

•

Ongoing Maintenance Costs: Under state law, the cost of maintenance for rail
crossing signals is split evenly between the railroad and the municipality. The cost
depends on factors such as the need for cantilevers and the number of tracks at each
crossing. More information can be found on the rail section of the MDOT website.1 For
this study annual costs were assumed as $2,000 for crossings without cantilevers and
$2,400 for crossing with cantilevers. While not specified, the annual maintenance costs
for four-quadrant gates are assumed to be higher than standard crossings. Annual
maintenance costs for four-quadrants gates were assumed to be $3,000.

The following pages include a summary of the potential improvement option sat each
crossing, including a layout of the proposed improvement, preliminary cost estimates, and
additional notes regarding any potential issues or concerns.

1

https://www.michigan.gov/mdot/0,4616,7-151-22444_56486-343808--,00.html
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S State Street (000209V)
Option 1: SSM Medians

Option 2: No Treatment

Risk Reduction:
Signal Costs:
Roadway Costs:
Total Cost:

11,725  2,345 (80%)
$400,000
$98,000
$498,000
(+$2,400 Ann. Maint.)
Notes: Signal improvement costs are higher at this crossing due to the
additional gate and cantilever needed for the westbound approach on
Stimson Street. This crossing has the highest baseline risk level in the
corridor.
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Risk Reduction:
Signal Costs:
Roadway Costs:
Total Cost:

11,725  11,725 (0%)
$400,000
$0
$400,000
(+$2,400 Ann. Maint.)
Notes: No treatment is a potential option at this crossing, but is not
recommended due to the high risk levels at the crossing and the relative
ease of improvement implementation.
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Private Crossing (000211W)
Option 1: Crossbucks, Stop Signs, Optional Cardholder Gate

Risk Reduction:
n/a
Signal Costs:
n/a
Roadway Costs:
$500
Total Cost:
$500
Notes: The installation of crossbucks and stop signs is required at this
crossing. A gate, accessible only to authorized personnel, was discussed
as a potential option at this crossing, but is not required for quiet zone
implementation. The cost of the optional gate is not included above.
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E Hoover Avenue (000212D)
Option 1: ASM Medians

Option 2: No Treatment

Risk Reduction:
Signal Costs:
Roadway Costs:
Total Cost:

6,670  2,668 (60%)
$300,000
$31,500
$331,500
(+$2,400 Ann. Maint.)
Notes: ASM medians are the recommended option at this crossing due
to the conflicting accesses on both approaches.
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Risk Reduction:
Signal Costs:
Roadway Costs:
Total Cost:

6,670  6,670 (0%)
$300,000
$0
$300,00
(+$2,400 Ann. Maint.)
Notes: No treatment is a potential option for this crossing. This option
would still require the installation of minimum warning device
requirements for this crossing.
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Hill Street (000209V)
Option 1: SSM Medians

Option 2: No Treatment

Risk Reduction:
Signal Costs:
Roadway Costs:
Total Cost:

8,496  1,699 (80%)
$250,000
$99,500
$311,000
(+$2,000 Ann. Maint.)
Notes: SSM medians are a potential option at this crossing if the
commercial accesses in the northwest quadrant are reconfigured to a
single access west of the median. Closure of the commercial access in
the northeast quadrant is also recommended, but not required for quiet
zone implementation.
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Risk Reduction:
Signal Costs:
Roadway Costs:
Total Cost:

8,496  8,496 (0%)
$250,000
$0
$250,000
(+$2,000 Ann. Maint.)
Notes: No treatment is a potential option for this crossing. This option
would still require the installation of minimum warning device
requirements for this crossing.
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E Madison Street (000209V)
Option 1: No Treatment

Risk Reduction:
Signal Costs:
Roadway Costs:
Total Cost:

5,896  5,896 (0%)
$300,000
$0
$300,000
(+$2,400 Ann. Maint.)
Notes: Due to multiple access conflicts, the installation of crossing
improvements is very difficult. The diagnostic team recommended no
treatment as the preferred option at this crossing. This option would still
require the installation of minimum warning device requirements for this
crossing.
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S Main Street (000209V)
Option 1: Four-Quadrant Gates

Option 2: No Treatment

Risk Reduction:
Signal Costs:
Roadway Costs:
Total Cost:

5,896  1,356 (77%)
$500,000
$28,000
$528,000
(+$2,400 Ann. Maint.)
Notes: Four-quadrant gates may be the most feasible option at this
crossing due to the proximity of multiple commercial accesses. However,
due to the proximity of these accesses, the angle of the track as it
crosses the roadway, and the feasible placement of the gate arms, ASM
medians are recommended to close the gaps between the entry and exit
gates.
Ann Arbor Quiet Zone Assessment
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Risk Reduction:
Signal Costs:
Roadway Costs:
Total Cost:

5,896  5,896 (0%)
$300,000
$0
$300,000
(+$2,400 Ann. Maint.)
Notes: No treatment is a potential option for this crossing. This option
would still require the installation of minimum warning device
requirements for this crossing.
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Private Crossing (000216F)
Option 1: Crossbucks and Stop Signs

Risk Reduction:
n/a
Signal Costs:
n/a
Roadway Costs:
$500
Total Cost:
$500
Notes: The installation of crossbucks and stop signs is required at this
crossing. The precise placement of the signs on the westbound
approach will need to be coordinated between FRA, MDOT, and the
property owner to ensure access to the parking lot while ensuring
compliance with sign placement standards.
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W Jefferson Street (000218U)
Option 1: No Treatment

Option 2: Closure

Risk Reduction:
Signal Costs:
Roadway Costs:
Total Cost:

3,452  3,452 (0%)
$300,000
$0
$300,000
(+$2,000 Ann. Maint.)
Notes: No treatment is a potential option for this crossing. This option
would still require the installation of minimum warning device
requirements for this crossing.
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Risk Reduction:
Signal Costs:
Roadway Costs:
Total Cost:

3,452  0 (100%)
$0
$0
$0

Notes: Closure of the crossing is assumed to be cost neutral due to
MDOT’s incentive funding program. Closure of the crossing would impact
traffic circulation as well as access to adjacent properties.
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Ashley Street (000219B)
Option 1: ASM Medians

Option 2: No Treatment

Risk Reduction:
Signal Costs:
Roadway Costs:
Total Cost:

3,598  1,799 (50%)
$300,000
$50,250
$350,250
(+$2,000 Ann. Maint.)
Notes: ASM medians are the recommended option at this crossing due
to the proximity of Jefferson Street to the south. An additional gate will
likely be required to restrict traffic from the residential access to the
northeast (Ashley Mews Drive) since the access would be located
between the southbound gate and the crossing.
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Risk Reduction:
Signal Costs:
Roadway Costs:
Total Cost:

3,598  3,598 (0%)
$300,000
$0
$300,000
(+$2,000 Ann. Maint.)
Notes: No treatment is a potential option for this crossing. This option
would still require the installation of minimum warning device
requirements as well as the additional access gate for this crossing.

SRF Consulting Group, Inc

Ashley Street (000219B)
Option 3: Closure

Risk Reduction:
3,598  0 (0%)
Signal Costs:
$0
Roadway Costs:
$0
Total Cost:
$0
Notes: Closure of the crossing is assumed to be cost neutral due to
MDOT’s incentive funding program. Closure of the crossing would impact
traffic circulation as well as access to adjacent properties.
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William Street (000220V)
Option 1: ASM Medians

Option 2: No Treatment

Risk Reduction:
Signal Costs:
Roadway Costs:
Total Cost:

8,845  4,128 (53%)
$250,000
$42,000
$292,000
(+$2,000 Ann. Maint.)
Notes: ASM medians are the recommended option at this crossing due
to the proximity of commercial accesses and First Street to the west. The
City noted during the diagnostic that this street will be converted to a
two-lane street with bicycle lanes.
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Risk Reduction:
Signal Costs:
Roadway Costs:
Total Cost:

8,845  8,845 (0%)
$250,000
$0
$250,000
(+$2,000 Ann. Maint.)
Notes: No treatment is a potential option for this crossing. This option
would still require the installation of minimum warning device
requirements for this crossing.
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S First Street (000221C)
Option 1: ASM Medians

Option 2: No Treatment

Risk Reduction:
Signal Costs:
Roadway Costs:
Total Cost:

5,563  2,596 (53%)
$250,000
$112,000
$362,000
(+$2,000 Ann. Maint.)
Notes: Note that this roadway will be converted from one-way to two-way
operation. ASM medians are the recommended option at this crossing
due to the conflicting accesses to the north. Relocation of the parking lot
access in the northeast quadrant will be required so the access is not
between the gate and the crossing. Existing street parking adjacent to
the proposed median must be removed per FRA direction.
Ann Arbor Quiet Zone Assessment
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Risk Reduction:
Signal Costs:
Roadway Costs:
Total Cost:

5,563  5,563 (0%)
$300,000
$5,000
$305,000
(+$2,000 Ann. Maint.)
Notes: No treatment is a potential option for this crossing. This option
would still require the installation of minimum warning device
requirements for this crossing. Rather than relocate the northeast
parking lot access, this option proposes installing a third gate at the
access point. Existing street parking between the proposed northbound
gate arm and the crossing must be removed per FRA direction.
SRF Consulting Group, Inc

W Liberty Street (000223R)
Option 1: ASM Medians

Option 2: No Treatment

Risk Reduction:
Signal Costs:
Roadway Costs:
Total Cost:

7,721  2,574 (67%)
$250,000
$21,000
$271,000
(+$2,000 Ann. Maint.)
Notes: This option proposes ASM medians for the crossing. Longer
medians are not possible along the both approaches due to parking lot
access to the west, and the proximity of a commercial access and First
St, to the east.
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Risk Reduction:
Signal Costs:
Roadway Costs:
Total Cost:

7,721  7,721 (0%)
$250,000
$0
$250,000
(+$2,000 Ann. Maint.)
Notes: No treatment is a potential option for this crossing. This option
would still require the installation of minimum warning device
requirements for this crossing.
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W Summit Street (000228A)
Option 1: Four-Quadrant Gates

Risk Reduction:
Signal Costs:
Roadway Costs:
Total Cost:

5,005  1,151 (77%)
$500,000
$2,000
$502,000
(+$3,000 Ann. Maint.)
Notes: Four-quadrant gates are proposed for this crossing. Due to the
multiple intersections adjacent to the crossing, standard two-quadrant
gates may not be effective. Curb and gutter would need to be installed
(shown in red) to protect the gate arm at the corner of Hiscock and
Summit Streets.
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Wright Street (000231H)
Option 1: Closure

Risk Reduction:
Signal Costs:
Roadway Costs:
Total Cost:

Option 2: ASM Channelized Delineators

1,509  0 (100%)
$0
$0
$0

Notes: Closure of the crossing is assumed to be cost neutral due to
MDOT’s incentive funding program. Closure of the crossing would impact
traffic circulation as well as access to adjacent properties.
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Risk Reduction:
Signal Costs:
Roadway Costs:
Total Cost:

1,509  660 (56%)
$250,000
$19,500
$269,500
(+$2,000 Ann. Maint.)
Notes: This option proposes ASM channelized delineators for the
crossing. Delineators, instead of medians, are recommended due to the
narrow width of the roadway. Longer delineators are not possible along
the northern approach due to the proximity of Longshore Drive.
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Option 3: No Treatment

Risk Reduction:
Signal Costs:
Roadway Costs:
Total Cost:

1,509  1,509 (0%)
$250,000
$0
$250,000
(+$2,000 Ann. Maint.)
Notes: No treatment is a potential option for this crossing. This option
would still require the installation of minimum warning device
requirements for this crossing.
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Longshore Drive (000232P)
Option 1: SSM Channelized Delineators

Option 2: No Treatment

Risk Reduction:
Signal Costs:
Roadway Costs:
Total Cost:

3,066  767 (75%)
$250,000
$20,250
$270,250
(+$2,000 Ann. Maint.)
Notes: This option proposes full-length, SSM channelized delineators for
the crossing. Delineators, instead of medians, are recommended due to
the narrow width of the roadway.
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Risk Reduction:
Signal Costs:
Roadway Costs:
Total Cost:

3,066  3,066 (0%)
$250,000
$0
$250,000
(+$2,000 Ann. Maint.)
Notes: No treatment is a potential option for this crossing. This option
would still require the installation of minimum warning device
requirements for this crossing.
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Pontiac Trail (000233W)
Option 1: SSM Medians

Option 2: No Treatment

Risk Reduction:
Signal Costs:
Roadway Costs:
Total Cost:

5,095  1,019 (80%)
$250,000
$56,000
$306,000
(+$2,000 Ann. Maint.)
Notes: This option proposes full-length, SSM medians for the crossing.
The southbound gate will need to be installed at a skew due to the
proximity of the residential driveway on the west side of the roadway.
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Risk Reduction:
Signal Costs:
Roadway Costs:
Total Cost:

5,095  5,095 (0%)
$250,000
$0
$250,000
(+$2,000 Ann. Maint.)
Notes: No treatment is a potential option for this crossing. This option
would still require the installation of minimum warning device
requirements for this crossing.
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Bowen Street (000234D)
Option 1: Closure

Risk Reduction:
Signal Costs:
Roadway Costs:
Total Cost:

Option 2: ASM Channelized Delineators

1,244  0 (100%)
$0
$0
$30

Notes: Closure of the crossing is assumed to be cost neutral due to
MDOT’s incentive funding program. Closure of the crossing would impact
traffic circulation as well as access to adjacent properties.
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Risk Reduction:
Signal Costs:
Roadway Costs:
Total Cost:

1,244 459 (63%)
$250,000
$20,250
$270,250
(+$2,000 Ann. Maint.)
Notes: This option proposes ASM channelized delineators for the
crossing. Delineators, instead of medians, are recommended due to the
narrow width of the roadway. Longer delineators are not possible along
the eastern approach due to the proximity of Traver Road.
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Option 3: No Treatment

Risk Reduction:
Signal Costs:
Roadway Costs:
Total Cost:

1,244  1,244 (0%)
$250,000
$0
$250,000
(+$2,000 Ann. Maint.)
Notes: No treatment is a potential option for this crossing. This option
would still require the installation of minimum warning device
requirements for this crossing.
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Traver Road (000235K)
Option 1: SSM Medians

Option 2: No Treatment

Risk Reduction:
Signal Costs:
Roadway Costs:
Total Cost:

3,157  631 (80%)
$250,000
$70,000
$320,000
(+$2,000 Ann. Maint.)
Notes: This option proposes full-length, SSM medians for the crossing.
The northbound gate will need to be installed at a skew due to the
proximity of the residential driveway on the east side of the roadway.
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Risk Reduction:
Signal Costs:
Roadway Costs:
Total Cost:

3,157  3,157 (0%)
$250,000
$0
$250,000
(+$2,000 Ann. Maint.)
Notes: No treatment is a potential option for this crossing. This option
would still require the installation of minimum warning device
requirements for this crossing.
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Barton Drive (000236S)
Option 1: ASM Medians

Option 2: No Treatment

Risk Reduction:
Signal Costs:
Roadway Costs:
Total Cost:

10,217  6,130 (40%)
$300,000
$40,000
$340,000
(+$2,400 Ann. Maint.)
Notes: This option proposes ASM medians for the crossing. A median is
not possible on the westbound approach due to the proximity of
Plymouth Road.
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Risk Reduction:
Signal Costs:
Roadway Costs:
Total Cost:

10,217  10,217 (0%)
$300,000
$0
$300,000
(+$2,400 Ann. Maint.)
Notes: No treatment is a potential option for this crossing. This option
would still require the installation of minimum warning device
requirements for this crossing.
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Traver Road (000239M)
Option 1: Closure

Risk Reduction:
Signal Costs:
Roadway Costs:
Total Cost:

Option 2: SSM Medians

1,319  0 (100%)
$0
$0
$0

Notes: Closure of the crossing is assumed to be cost neutral due to
MDOT’s incentive funding program. Closure of the crossing would impact
traffic circulation as well as access to adjacent properties.
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Risk Reduction:
Signal Costs:
Roadway Costs:
Total Cost:

1,319  264 (80%)
$250,000
$270,000
$520,000
(+$2,000 Ann. Maint.)
Notes: This option proposes full-length, SSM medians for the crossing.
Currently a gravel road, both approaches would need to be widened and
paved to allow for median installation.
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Option 3: No Treatment

Risk Reduction:
Signal Costs:
Roadway Costs:
Total Cost:

1,319  1,319 (0%)
$250,000
$0
$250,000
(+$2,000 Ann. Maint.)
Notes: No treatment is a potential option for this crossing. This option
would still require the installation of minimum warning device
requirements for this crossing.
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Dhu Varren Road (000240G)
Option 1: SSM Medians

Option 2: No Treatment

Risk Reduction:
8,510  1,702 (80%)
Signal Costs:
n/a
Roadway Costs:
$70,000
Total Cost:
$70,000
Notes: This option proposes full-length, SSM medians for the crossing. It
was confirmed during the diagnostic meeting that the existing warning
devices meet Train Horn Rule specifications.

Risk Reduction:
8,510  8,510 (0%)
Signal Costs:
n/a
Roadway Costs:
$0
Total Cost:
$0
Notes: No treatment is a potential option for this crossing. However,
improvements are recommended given the higher than average risk
levels at this crossing.
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Crossing Improvement Scenarios
Multiple crossing improvement scenarios are available which would allow for the
implementation of one or more quiet zones in Ann Arbor. Each scenario below was
developed by selecting the various individual crossing improvement options described in the
previous section. The options were selected to achieve a specific goal for each scenario such
as selecting options that result in the highest levels of safety or selecting only the most costeffective scenarios while leaving others with only the minimum crossing signal upgrades.
Documentation of the quiet zone risk calculations is included in Appendix B.
Each scenario presented below also includes estimated annual maintenance costs based on
guidance from MDOT’s online railroad crossing annual maintenance estimates.

NSRT Threshold
As noted earlier, a quiet zone may be implemented if the Final Quiet Zone Risk Index
(QZRI) is below either the Nationwide Significant Risk Threshold (NSRT) or the Risk Index
With Horns (RIWH) threshold. The first scenario presented below assumes only the
improvements necessary to qualify under the NSRT threshold are implemented. While this
would qualify for implementation, the quiet zone would be subject to an annual risk
reassessment completed by the FRA. If the annual review finds that the risk levels no longer
qualify due to additional crashes or higher roadway or train traffic volumes, the City would
be required to install additional safety improvements within three years of the finding.

Scenario 1: Signal Upgrades Only
As shown in the table below, this scenario assumes only the minimum warning device
requirements are installed at each crossing, with the exception of Summit Avenue where
four-quadrant gates have been installed. It was determined by the diagnostic team that twoquadrant gates would not provide sufficient protection at the crossing due to multiple
intersections in close proximity to the crossing. This scenario results in a QZRI of 5,428, less
than the NSRT value of 14,723. The cost of implementation, including roadway
improvements, warning device upgrades, and a utility contingency is $6,697,000.
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Scenario 1: Signal Upgrades Only
Crossing
000240G
000239M
000236S
000235K
000234D
000233W
000232P
000231H
000228A
000223R
000221C
000220V
000219B
000218U
000215Y
000214S
000213K
000212D
000209V

Baseline
QZRI
Dhu Varren Road
8,510
Traver Road
1,319
Barton Drive
10,217
Traver Road
3,157
Bowen Street
1,244
Pontiac Trail
5,095
Longshore Drive
3,066
Wright Street
1,509
W Summit Street
5,005
W Liberty Street
7,721
S First Street
5,563
William Street
8,845
Ashley Street
3,598
W Jefferson Street
3,452
S Main Street
5,896
E Madison Street
5,896
Hill Street
8,496
E Hoover Avenue
6,670
S State Street
11,725
Average
5,631
Street

RIWH

Eff. of New
ASM

Final
QZRI

0.77
-

5,102
791
6,125
1,893
746
3,054
1,838
905
3,000
4,629
3,335
5,303
2,157
2,069
3,535
3,535
5,094
3,999
7,029

8,510
1,319
10,217
3,157
1,244
5,095
3,066
1,509
1,151
7,721
5,563
8,845
3,598
3,452
5,896
5,896
8,496
6,670
11,725

3,376

5,428
NSRT
RIWH
QZRI

14,723
3,376
5,428

Option

Improvement
Summary

0
Signals Only
0
Signals Only
0
Signals Only
0
Signals Only
0
Signals Only
0
Signals Only
0
Signals Only
0
Signals Only
1 Four Quad Gate
0
Signals Only
0
Signals Only
0
Signals Only
0
Signals Only
0
Signals Only
0
Signals Only
0
Signals Only
0
Signals Only
0
Signals Only
0
Signals Only
Total

1.61 (QZRI / RIWH)

Ann. Maint
Costs

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Signal
Costs

$
2,000.00 $ 250,000
2,400.00 $ 300,000
2,000.00 $ 250,000
2,000.00 $ 250,000
2,000.00 $ 250,000
2,000.00 $ 250,000
2,000.00 $ 250,000
3,000.00 $ 500,000
2,000.00 $ 250,000
2,000.00 $ 300,000
2,000.00 $ 250,000
2,000.00 $ 300,000
2,000.00 $ 300,000
2,400.00 $ 300,000
2,400.00 $ 300,000
2,000.00 $ 250,000
2,400.00 $ 300,000
2,400.00 $ 400,000
39,000 $ 5,250,000

Roadway and Signal
Utility Contingency
TOTAL

Roadway
Costs

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,000
5,000
7,000

$ 5,257,000
$ 1,440,000
$ 6,697,000

To measure the potential risk of the QZRI rising above the NSRT, the following sensitivity
analyses were completed:
•

•

One of the primary drivers of the FRA risk calculations is the number of crashes in the
past five years at each crossing. As of the date of this study, no crashes have been
recorded at the Ann Arbor crossings in the past five years. In the event of a crash, it is
typical for the risk index to increase approximately threefold. Using these assumptions,
the City of Ann Arbor would need to experience crashes at 15 of the 19 public vehicular
crossings in the corridor before the quiet zone would not qualify under the NSRT
threshold, a very unlikely scenario.
The other major driver of the FRA risk calculations is train and traffic volumes. While
roadway traffic volumes are not likely to increase significantly compared to current
levels, there is potential for train volumes to increase from their current level of two per
day. The base risk factor of the FRA’s risk calculations is calculated as the squared root
of the exposure index (daily train volumes multiplied by daily traffic volumes).
Therefore, the approximate increase in the QZRI from additional trains can be
calculated by dividing the squared root of the future train volumes by the squared root of
current train volumes. This calculation shows that—all else remaining constant—train
volumes in the corridor would need to increase to 15 per day before disqualifying the
quiet zone.
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While Scenario 1 will qualify for quiet zone implementation under the requirements of the
FRA Train Horn Rule, SRF recommends that the City pursue an implementation scenario
that qualifies under the RIWH threshold, making the corridor safer than current levels while
simultaneously improving quality of life for surrounding communities. If the City pursues
this improvement scenario, SRF recommends that additional crossing improvements be
installed as the opportunities arise (e.g., coinciding with a planned roadway reconstruction
project). This approach would have two distinct benefits: 1) The additional improvements
will make the quiet zone risk calculations more resilient to crashes and future train or traffic
volumes increases and 2) The City may eventually achieve sufficient risk reduction to qualify
under the RIWH threshold, at which point the City may submit a quiet zone application and
eliminate the need for the annual risk review.

RIWH Threshold
The following scenarios assume that improvements are implemented sufficient to lower the
QZRI below the RIWH, theoretically making the corridor safety than it currently is today.
As a general rule of thumb, scenarios should be developed such that the QZRI is
approximately 10 percent lower than the RIWH. This approach helps to ensure that any
minor changes in crossing conditions (e.g. traffic or train volumes, crossing crashes, updated
FRA quiet zone risk calculator variables) will not result in the scenario no longer complying
with the RIWH threshold prior to implementation.
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Scenario 2: Cost Effective
The selection of improvements included in the Scenario 2 summary table below is based on
an assessment of the cost-effectiveness of each improvement option as shown in Table 2.
This table compares the reduction in QZRI to the cost of each improvement to calculate
dollars per point of risk reduction. The crossing closure options are rated as being the most
cost-effective since they are effectively cost neutral with the availability of MDOT closure
incentive funds. The Dhu Varren Road median improvements are the most cost-effective
non-closure option since the minimum warning devices have already been installed. The
least cost-effective option is the medians at the Traver Road (000239M) crossing due to the
high cost of widening and paving the roadway approaches. The cost of implementation,
including roadway improvements, warning device upgrades, and a utility contingency is
$7,155,000.
Scenario 2: Cost Effective
Crossing
000240G
000239M
000236S
000235K
000234D
000233W
000232P
000231H
000228A
000223R
000221C
000220V
000219B
000218U
000215Y
000214S
000213K
000212D
000209V

Baseline
QZRI
Dhu Varren Road
8,510
Traver Road
1,319
Barton Drive
10,217
Traver Road
3,157
Bowen Street
1,244
Pontiac Trail
5,095
Longshore Drive
3,066
Wright Street
1,509
W Summit Street
5,005
W Liberty Street
7,721
S First Street
5,563
William Street
8,845
Ashley Street
3,598
W Jefferson Street
3,452
S Main Street
5,896
E Madison Street
5,896
Hill Street
8,496
E Hoover Avenue
6,670
S State Street
11,725
Average
5,631
Street

RIWH

Eff. of New
ASM

Final
QZRI

0.80
0.40
0.80
0.77
0.40
0.53
0.80
0.60
0.80

5,102
791
6,125
1,893
746
3,054
1,838
905
3,000
4,629
3,335
5,303
2,157
2,069
3,535
3,535
5,094
3,999
7,029

1,702
1,319
6,130
3,157
1,244
1,019
3,066
1,509
1,151
4,633
5,563
4,128
3,598
3,452
5,896
5,896
1,699
2,668
2,345

3,376

3,167
NSRT
RIWH
QZRI
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Option

Improvement
Summary

Ann. Maint
Costs

Signal
Costs

1
SSM Medians $
$
0
Signals Only $ 2,000.00 $ 250,000
1
ASM Medians $ 2,400.00 $ 300,000
0
Signals Only $ 2,000.00 $ 250,000
0
Signals Only $ 2,000.00 $ 250,000
1
SSM Medians $ 2,000.00 $ 250,000
0
Signals Only $ 2,000.00 $ 250,000
0
Signals Only $ 2,000.00 $ 250,000
1 Four Quad Gate $ 3,000.00 $ 500,000
1
ASM Medians $ 2,000.00 $ 250,000
0
Signals Only $ 2,000.00 $ 300,000
1
ASM Medians $ 2,000.00 $ 250,000
0
Signals Only $ 2,000.00 $ 300,000
0
Signals Only $ 2,000.00 $ 300,000
0
Signals Only $ 2,400.00 $ 300,000
0
Signals Only $ 2,400.00 $ 300,000
1
SSM Medians $ 2,000.00 $ 250,000
1
ASM Medians $ 2,400.00 $ 300,000
1
SSM Medians $ 2,400.00 $ 400,000
Total $
39,000 $ 5,250,000

0.94 (QZRI / RIWH)

Roadway and Signal
Utility Contingency
TOTAL

Roadway
Costs

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

70,000
40,000
56,000
2,000
21,000
5,000
42,000
99,500
31,500
98,000
465,000

$ 5,715,000
$ 1,440,000
$ 7,155,000
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Table 2. Cost-Effectiveness of Proposed Improvements
Crossing
ID

Crossing Name

000239M
000234D
000231H
000218U
000219B
000240G
000213K
000209V
000220V
000233W
000212D
000236S
000223R
000215Y
000232P
000221C
000235K
000228A
000219B
000231H
000234D
000239M

Traver Road
Bowen Street
Wright Street
W Jefferson Street
Ashley Street
Dhu Varren Road
Hill Street
S State Street
William Street
Pontiac Trail
E Hoover Avenue
Barton Drive
W Liberty Street
S Main Street
Longshore Drive
S First Street
Traver Road
W Summit Street
Ashley Street
Wright Street
Bowen Street
Traver Road
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Improvement Option
1
1
1
2
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2

Risk
Reduction

Closure
Closure
Closure
Closure
Closure
SSM Medians
SSM Medians
SSM Medians
ASM Medians
SSM Medians
ASM Medians
ASM Medians
ASM Medians
Four Quad Gate
SSM Delineators
ASM Medians
SSM Medians
Four Quad Gate
ASM Medians
ASM Delineators
ASM Delineators
SSM Medians

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
80%
80%
80%
53%
80%
60%
40%
40%
77%
75%
53%
80%
77%
50%
56%
63%
80%
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QZRI
1,319
1,244
1,509
3,452
3,598
8,510
8,496
11,725
8,845
5,095
6,670
10,217
7,721
5,896
3,066
5,563
3,157
5,005
3,598
1,509
1,244
1,319

Total Improvement
Cost
$$$$$$70,000
$349,500
$498,000
$292,000
$306,000
$331,500
$340,000
$271,000
$528,000
$270,250
$362,000
$320,000
$502,000
$350,250
$269,500
$270,250
$520,000

Dollars /
QZRI
Reduction
$$$$$$10.28
$51.42
$53.09
$61.90
$75.08
$82.83
$83.20
$87.75
$116.29
$117.51
$122.02
$126.69
$130.27
$194.67
$317.51
$344.27
$492.89

SRF Consulting Group, Inc

Scenario 3: Cost Effective with One Closure
The use of crossing closures can reduce the total cost of quiet zone implementation by
eliminating the need to upgrade warning devices at one or more crossings. The 100 percent
risk reduction of a closure may also allow fewer improvements to be used at other crossings
while still qualifying under the QZRI threshold. Scenario 3, presented below, proposes the
improvements included in Scenario 2, but also includes the closure of Bowen Street. While
this reduces the total cost of implementation from $7,155,000 to $6,825,000 (a difference of
$330,000), the reduction of risk is not sufficient to eliminate a separate crossing
improvement.
Scenario 3: Cost Effective with One Closure
Crossing
000240G
000239M
000236S
000235K
000234D
000233W
000232P
000231H
000228A
000223R
000221C
000220V
000219B
000218U
000215Y
000214S
000213K
000212D
000209V

Baseline
QZRI
Dhu Varren Road
8,510
Traver Road
1,319
Barton Drive
10,217
Traver Road
3,157
Bowen Street
1,244
Pontiac Trail
5,095
Longshore Drive
3,066
Wright Street
1,509
W Summit Street
5,005
W Liberty Street
7,721
S First Street
5,563
William Street
8,845
Ashley Street
3,598
W Jefferson Street
3,452
S Main Street
5,896
E Madison Street
5,896
Hill Street
8,496
E Hoover Avenue
6,670
S State Street
11,725
Average
5,631
Street

RIWH

Eff. of New
ASM

Final
QZRI

0.80
0.40
1.00
0.80
0.77
0.40
0.53
0.80
0.60
0.80

5,102
791
6,125
1,893

746
3,054
1,838
905
3,000
4,629
3,335
5,303
2,157
2,069
3,535
3,535
5,094
3,999
7,029

1,702
1,319
6,130
3,157

1,019
3,066
1,509
1,151
4,633
5,563
4,128
3,598
3,452
5,896
5,896
1,699
2,668
2,345

3,376

3,102
NSRT
RIWH
QZRI
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Option

Improvement
Summary

Ann. Maint
Costs

Signal
Costs

1
SSM Medians $
$
0
Signals Only $ 2,000.00 $ 250,000
1
ASM Medians $ 2,400.00 $ 300,000
0
Signals Only $ 2,000.00 $ 250,000
1
Closure $
$
1
SSM Medians $ 2,000.00 $ 250,000
0
Signals Only $ 2,000.00 $ 250,000
0
Signals Only $ 2,000.00 $ 250,000
1 Four Quad Gate $ 3,000.00 $ 500,000
1
ASM Medians $ 2,000.00 $ 250,000
0
Signals Only $ 2,000.00 $ 300,000
1
ASM Medians $ 2,000.00 $ 250,000
0
Signals Only $ 2,000.00 $ 300,000
0
Signals Only $ 2,000.00 $ 300,000
0
Signals Only $ 2,400.00 $ 300,000
0
Signals Only $ 2,400.00 $ 300,000
1
SSM Medians $ 2,000.00 $ 250,000
1
ASM Medians $ 2,400.00 $ 300,000
1
SSM Medians $ 2,400.00 $ 400,000
Total $
37,000 $ 5,000,000

0.92 (QZRI / RIWH)

Roadway and Signal
Utility Contingency
TOTAL

Roadway
Costs

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

70,000
40,000
56,000
2,000
21,000
5,000
42,000
99,500
31,500
98,000
465,000

$ 5,465,000
$ 1,360,000
$ 6,825,000

SRF Consulting Group, Inc

Scenario 4: Cost Effective with Two Closures
This scenario uses the crossing improvements under Scenario 2 as a starting point but closes
both Bowen Street and Ashley Street. In this case, the use of two closures allows the
removal of the proposed improvements at E Hoover Street, reducing the total cost from
$7,155,000 to $6,413,500 (a difference of $741,500). However, the reduction in total cost
would need to be weighed against the impact to traffic circulation and access to properties
adjacent to the crossings.
Scenario 4: Cost Effective with Two Closures
Crossing
000240G
000239M
000236S
000235K
000234D
000233W
000232P
000231H
000228A
000223R
000221C
000220V
000219B
000218U
000215Y
000214S
000213K
000212D
000209V

Baseline
QZRI
Dhu Varren Road
8,510
Traver Road
1,319
Barton Drive
10,217
Traver Road
3,157
Bowen Street
1,244
Pontiac Trail
5,095
Longshore Drive
3,066
Wright Street
1,509
W Summit Street
5,005
W Liberty Street
7,721
S First Street
5,563
William Street
8,845
Ashley Street
3,598
W Jefferson Street
3,452
S Main Street
5,896
E Madison Street
5,896
Hill Street
8,496
E Hoover Avenue
6,670
S State Street
11,725
Average
5,631
Street

RIWH

Eff. of New
ASM

Final
QZRI

0.80
0.40
1.00
0.80
0.77
0.40
0.53
1.00
0.80
0.80

5,102
791
6,125
1,893

746
3,054
1,838
905
3,000
4,629
3,335
5,303

2,157
2,069
3,535
3,535
5,094

3,999
7,029

1,702
1,319
6,130
3,157

1,019
3,066
1,509
1,151
4,633
5,563
4,128

3,452
5,896
5,896
1,699

6,670
2,345

3,376

3,123
NSRT
RIWH
QZRI
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Option

Improvement
Summary

Ann. Maint
Costs

Signal
Costs

1
SSM Medians $
$
0
Signals Only $ 2,000.00 $ 250,000
1
ASM Medians $ 2,400.00 $ 300,000
0
Signals Only $ 2,000.00 $ 250,000
1
Closure $
$
1
SSM Medians $ 2,000.00 $ 250,000
0
Signals Only $ 2,000.00 $ 250,000
0
Signals Only $ 2,000.00 $ 250,000
1 Four Quad Gate $ 3,000.00 $ 500,000
1
ASM Medians $ 2,000.00 $ 250,000
0
Signals Only $ 2,000.00 $ 300,000
1
ASM Medians $ 2,000.00 $ 250,000
3
Closure $
$
0
Signals Only $ 2,000.00 $ 300,000
0
Signals Only $ 2,400.00 $ 300,000
0
Signals Only $ 2,400.00 $ 300,000
1
SSM Medians $ 2,000.00 $ 250,000
0
Signals Only $ 2,400.00 $ 300,000
1
SSM Medians $ 2,400.00 $ 400,000
Total $
35,000 $ 4,700,000

0.93 (QZRI / RIWH)

Roadway and Signal
Utility Contingency
TOTAL

Roadway
Costs

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

70,000
40,000
56,000
2,000
21,000
5,000
42,000
99,500
98,000
433,500

$ 5,133,500
$ 1,280,000
$ 6,413,500

SRF Consulting Group, Inc

Scenario 5: High Safety
This scenario proposes crossing improvements that would result in the highest levels of
safety throughout the corridor. Only two crossings, W Jefferson Avenue and E Madison
Street would receive no ASM or SSM crossing improvements. All other crossings would
receive improvements ranging from ASM channelized delineators to four-quadrant gates.
The cost of implementation, including roadway improvements, warning device upgrades,
and a utility contingency is $7,890,250.
Scenario 5: High Safety
Crossing
000240G
000239M
000236S
000235K
000234D
000233W
000232P
000231H
000228A
000223R
000221C
000220V
000219B
000218U
000215Y
000214S
000213K
000212D
000209V

Baseline
QZRI
Dhu Varren Road
8,510
Traver Road
1,319
Barton Drive
10,217
Traver Road
3,157
Bowen Street
1,244
Pontiac Trail
5,095
Longshore Drive
3,066
Wright Street
1,509
W Summit Street
5,005
W Liberty Street
7,721
S First Street
5,563
William Street
8,845
Ashley Street
3,598
W Jefferson Street
3,452
S Main Street
5,896
E Madison Street
5,896
Hill Street
8,496
E Hoover Avenue
6,670
S State Street
11,725
Average
5,631
Street

RIWH

Eff. of New
ASM

Final
QZRI

0.80
0.80
0.40
0.80
0.63
0.80
0.75
0.56
0.77
0.40
0.53
0.53
0.50
0.77
0.80
0.60
0.80

5,102
791
6,125
1,893
746
3,054
1,838
905
3,000
4,629
3,335
5,303
2,157
2,069
3,535
3,535
5,094
3,999
7,029

1,702
264
6,130
631
459
1,019
767
660
1,151
4,633
2,596
4,128
1,799
3,452
1,356
5,896
1,699
2,668
2,345

3,376

2,282
NSRT
RIWH
QZRI
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Option

Improvement
Summary

Ann. Maint
Costs

Signal
Costs

1
SSM Medians $
$
2
SSM Medians $ 2,000.00 $ 250,000
1
ASM Medians $ 2,400.00 $ 300,000
1
SSM Medians $ 2,000.00 $ 250,000
2
ASM Delin. $ 2,000.00 $ 250,000
1
SSM Medians $ 2,000.00 $ 250,000
1
SSM Delin. $ 2,000.00 $ 250,000
2
ASM Delin. $ 2,000.00 $ 250,000
1 Four Quad Gate $ 3,000.00 $ 500,000
1
ASM Medians $ 2,000.00 $ 250,000
1
ASM Medians $ 2,000.00 $ 250,000
1
ASM Medians $ 2,000.00 $ 250,000
1
ASM Medians $ 2,000.00 $ 300,000
1
Signals Only $ 2,000.00 $ 300,000
1 Four Quad Gate $ 2,400.00 $ 500,000
0
Signals Only $ 2,400.00 $ 300,000
1
SSM Medians $ 2,000.00 $ 250,000
1
ASM Medians $ 2,400.00 $ 300,000
1
SSM Medians $ 2,400.00 $ 400,000
Total $
39,000 $ 5,400,000

0.68 (QZRI / RIWH)

Roadway and Signal
Utility Contingency
TOTAL

Roadway
Costs

$
70,000
$ 270,000
$
40,000
$
70,000
$
20,250
$
56,000
$
20,250
$
19,500
$
2,000
$
21,000
$ 112,000
$
42,000
$
50,250
$
$
28,000
$
$
99,500
$
31,500
$
98,000
$ 1,050,250
$ 6,450,250
$ 1,440,000
$ 7,890,250

SRF Consulting Group, Inc

Phased Implementation
In addition to implementing the quiet zone as a single corridor, the City also has the option
of implementing the quiet zone in phases. The only requirement for breaking the quiet zone
into smaller segments is that there must be at least one quarter mile between the last quiet
zone crossing and the next non-quiet zone crossing. The two scenarios below assume that
the quiet zone is split between W Summit Street and Wright Street.

Scenario 6: North of Summit
The scenario summarized below includes the crossings between Dhu Varren Road and
Wright Street. The proposed improvements match those proposed under the cost-effective
Scenario 2. The cost of implementation, including roadway improvements, warning device
upgrades, and a utility contingency is $2,526,000.
Scenario 6: Phased, North of Summit
Crossing
000240G
000239M
000236S
000235K
000234D
000233W
000232P
000231H

Baseline
QZRI
Dhu Varren Road
8,510
Traver Road
1,319
Barton Drive
10,217
Traver Road
3,157
Bowen Street
1,244
Pontiac Trail
5,095
Longshore Drive
3,066
Wright Street
1,509
Average
4,265
Street

RIWH

Eff. of New
ASM

Final
QZRI

0.80
0.40
0.80
-

5,102
791
6,125
1,893
746
3,054
1,838
905

1,702
1,319
6,130
3,157
1,244
1,019
3,066
1,509

2,557

Option

1
0
1
0
0
1
0
0

2,393
NSRT
RIWH
QZRI

14723
2,557
2,393

Improvement
Summary

SSM Medians
Signals Only
ASM Medians
Signals Only
Signals Only
SSM Medians
Signals Only
Signals Only
Total

0.94 (QZRI / RIWH)

Ann. Maint
Costs

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Signal
Costs

$
2,000.00 $ 250,000
2,400.00 $ 300,000
2,000.00 $ 250,000
2,000.00 $ 250,000
2,000.00 $ 250,000
2,000.00 $ 250,000
2,000.00 $ 250,000
14,400 $ 1,800,000

Roadway and Signal
Utility Contingency
TOTAL

Roadway
Costs

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

70,000
40,000
56,000
166,000

$ 1,966,000
$ 560,000
$ 2,526,000

Scenario 7: Summit and South
The scenario summarized below includes the crossings south between W Summit Street and
S State Street. The proposed improvements match those proposed under the cost-effective
Scenario 2. The cost of implementation, including roadway improvements, warning device
upgrades, and a utility contingency is $4,629,000.
Scenario 7: Phased, Summit and South
Crossing
000228A
000223R
000221C
000220V
000219B
000218U
000215Y
000214S
000213K
000212D
000209V

Baseline
QZRI
W Summit Street
5,005
W Liberty Street
7,721
S First Street
5,563
William Street
8,845
Ashley Street
3,598
W Jefferson Street
3,452
S Main Street
5,896
E Madison Street
5,896
Hill Street
8,496
E Hoover Avenue
6,670
S State Street
11,725
Average
6,624
Street

RIWH

Eff. of New
ASM

Final
QZRI

0.77
0.40
0.53
0.80
0.60
0.80

3,000
4,629
3,335
5,303
2,157
2,069
3,535
3,535
5,094
3,999
7,029

1,151
4,633
5,563
4,128
3,598
3,452
5,896
5,896
1,699
2,668
2,345

3,971

3,730
NSRT
RIWH
QZRI
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Option

Improvement
Summary

Ann. Maint
Costs

Signal
Costs

1 Four Quad Gate $ 3,000.00 $ 500,000
1
ASM Medians $ 2,000.00 $ 250,000
0
Signals Only $ 2,000.00 $ 300,000
1
ASM Medians $ 2,000.00 $ 250,000
0
Signals Only $ 2,000.00 $ 300,000
0
Signals Only $ 2,000.00 $ 300,000
0
Signals Only $ 2,400.00 $ 300,000
0
Signals Only $ 2,400.00 $ 300,000
1
SSM Medians $ 2,000.00 $ 250,000
1
ASM Medians $ 2,400.00 $ 300,000
1
SSM Medians $ 2,400.00 $ 400,000
Total $
24,600 $ 3,450,000

0.94 (QZRI / RIWH)

Roadway and Signal
Utility Contingency
TOTAL

Roadway
Costs

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,000
21,000
5,000
42,000
99,500
31,500
98,000
299,000

$ 3,749,000
$ 880,000
$ 4,629,000

SRF Consulting Group, Inc

Improvement Scenario Summary
A summary of the improvement scenarios described above is shown in Table 3. This table includes the change in risk level as a result of the
proposed improvements as well as a cost breakdown of the signal installation costs, roadway improvement costs, and the utility
contingency applied to each scenario. The table also includes the annual maintenance costs associated with the upgraded signals for each
scenario.
Table 3. Improvement Scenario Summary
Improvement
Scenario
Scenario 1:
Signal Upgrades Only
Scenario 2:
Cost Effective
Scenario 3:
Cost Effective with
One Closure
Scenario 4:
Cost Effective with
Two Closures
Scenario 5:
High Safety
Scenario 6:
Phased, North
Scenario 7:
Phased, South

Ann Arbor Quiet Zone Assessment

Change in Risk
(RIWH to QZRI)

Signal Costs

Roadway
Improvement
Costs

Utility
Contingency

TOTAL

Annual
Maintenance
Costs

3,376  5,428

$5,250,000

$7,000

$1,440,000

$6,697,000

$39,000

3,376  3,167

$5,250,000

$465,000

$1,440,000

$7,155,000

$39,000

3,376  2,102

$5,000,000

$465,000

$1,360,000

$6,825,000

$37,000

3,376  3,123

$4,700,000

$433,500

$1,280,000

$6,413,500

$35,000

3,376  2,282

$5,400,000

$1,050,250

$1,440,000

$7,890,250

$39,000

2,557  2,393

$1,800,000

$166,000

$560,000

$2,526,000

$14,400

3,971  3,730

$3,450,000

$299,000

$880,000

$4,629,000

$24,600
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Next Steps and Implementation Timeline
The next step for the City is to determine the preferred crossing improvement scenario. As
described, all the proposed scenarios will qualify for quiet zone implementation. The City
will need to determine which scenario provides the best balance between cost, safety, and
property access and traffic circulation impacts. Once the appropriate crossing improvement
options have been selected, there are several steps necessary to implement a quiet zone.
1. Notice of Intent: The first step in the quiet zone implementation process is the
submittal of a Quiet Zone Notice of Intent (NOI) to the FRA, AA Railroad, MDOT,
private crossing owners, and any other applicable stakeholders. The NOI outlines the
proposed crossing improvements the City intends to use to qualify for quiet zone
implementation. All recipients of the NOI are allowed 60 days to provide comment.
2. Quiet Zone Application: Many of the proposed improvements described in this report
include the use of Alternative Safety Measure (ASM) improvements. When ASM
improvements are used, a Quiet Zone Application must be submitted to the FRA
following the NOI 60-day comment period. The Application is subject to a minimum
60-day comment period for all stakeholders and must then be approved by the FRA. It is
estimated that the FRA will take nine to twelve months to complete to complete this
review.
3. Request for CWT Requirement Waiver: During the diagnostic review, it as noted that
some crossings—specifically S Main Street and E Madison Street—may have difficulty
with CWT detection upgrades. The City and AA Railroad have the option of jointly
filing a request to the FRA to waive the CWT requirement at this crossing.
4. Construct Improvements: Once the Quiet Zone Application has been approved, the
City may begin construction of the proposed crossing improvements. The City must also
install advance warning signs and pavement markings conforming to the MUTCD
standards, including the installation of “No Train Horn” signs to notify the public that
train horns will no longer routinely sound at these crossings. Installation of the warning
device upgrades will need to be coordinated with AA Railroad.
5. Notice of Establishment: Once the proposed improvements have been constructed,
the City must then submit a Quiet Zone Notice of Establishment (NOE) to the FRA
and all applicable stakeholders. The railroad must cease the routine sounding of horns 21
days after the submittal of this final notice.

Ann Arbor Quiet Zone Assessment
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After the quiet zone is implemented, the City will be required to provide updates to the FRA
on a routine basis confirming that the improvements used to qualify for the quiet zone are
still in place. If the quiet zone is established by meeting the RIWH threshold, the City must
provide a letter every three years confirming the continued presence of the quiet zone
crossing improvements. If the quiet zone is established by meeting only the NSRT
threshold, FRA staff will complete an annual risk assessment to confirm that the quiet zone
is still within the NSRT threshold and will notify the City of the results. If the NSRT
threshold is no longer met, the City will have six months to develop an action plan for
adding additional improvements to bring the quiet zone under the NSRT threshold and
three years to install these improvements before the quiet zone is terminated.
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Appendix A: Diagnostic Meeting Minutes

SRF No. 11295

ANN ARBOR, MI
QUIET ZONE DIAGNOSTIC MEETING
MEETING MINUTES
8:00 A.M. October 3, 2018
ATTENDEES:
Eli Cooper, City of Ann Arbor
Cynthia Redinger, City of Ann Arbor
Kevin Braun, City of Ann Arbor
Tammy Wagner, FRA
John Vance, Ann Arbor Railroad
Dustin Seward, CDL Electric
Todd Osment, CDL Electric
Mark Smallwood, CDL Electric

Kris Foondle, MDOT
Jamie Goff, MDOT
Tony Alee, MDOT
Judy Kirkdorffer, University of Michigan
Andy Mielke, SRF Consulting Group
Chris Ryan, SRF Consulting Group
Joe Lampe, SRF Consulting Group

The diagnostic meeting participants, including representatives from the City of Ann Arbor, the
Federal Railroad Administration (FRA), the Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT),
the Ann Arbor Railroad (AAR), CDL Electric, and the University of Michigan met at the City of
Ann Arbor City Hall building to discuss the steps necessary to implement a quiet zone in the
City of Ann Arbor under the FRA’s Train Horn Rule. A copy of the sign-in sheet with contact
information is provided as an attachment.
The meeting began with introductions and a brief project overview. The purpose of the meeting
was to investigate and gather input on the various Supplemental Safety Measure (SSM) and
Alternative Safety Measure (ASM) options available at each crossing in the proposed quiet zone.
The quiet zone diagnostic meeting is also an opportunity to identify other concerns or issues
related to the crossing such as safety, traffic operations, construction needs, etc. The review
consisted of nineteen public vehicular crossings and two private crossings along AAR’s Mainline
Subdivision through the city.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

South State Street
Private Crossing (University)
East Hoover Avenue
Hill Street
East Madison Street
South Main Street
Private Crossing
West Jefferson Street
Ashley Street
William Street
South First Street

1

West Liberty Street
Summit Street
Wright Street
Longshore Drive
Pontiac Trail
Bowen Street
Traver Road
Barton Drive
Traver Road
Dhu Varren Road

Ann Arbor, MI Quiet Zone
Diagnostic Team Meeting Minutes

Page 2

Informational packets distributed to the group included the following materials. Note that
USDOT accident/incident forms were reviewed for each crossing, but no crashes have occurred
since June 2011, outside of the five-year window used by the FRA’s risk calculations. USDOT
grade crossing inventory forms for each crossing were also made available to the group but were
not included in the individual information packets.
1. Aerial maps showing the layout of each crossing
2. A blank evaluation sheet for the diagnostic team members to document the preferred
SSM/ASM improvement options and other field notes
3. Quiet Zone terminology reference sheet
Eli Cooper (City of Ann Arbor) briefed the group on the City’s current plans for roadways at
several crossings. Eli continued to brief the group regarding the past history and discussions
surrounding a potential quiet zone within the City. Chris Ryan (SRF) reviewed the process quiet
zone diagnostic process and the site visit logistics to the group.
The first requirement for quiet zone implementation is that all public crossings in the proposed
quiet zone be equipped with the minimum warning device requirements of gates, flashing lights,
power out indicators, and constant warning time detection. None of the crossing in the proposed
Ann Arbor quiet zone meet these minimum requirements. All public crossings included in the
quiet zone will need to be upgraded in coordination with AAR prior to quiet zone
implementation. Construction of these upgrades would be completed by AAR at the City’s cost.
The City would also be required to pay annual fees to AAR for the maintenance of the signal
systems. These annual fees will range between $1,978 and $2,398 depending on the number of
tracks and whether cantilevers are required.1
Attendees then headed to the field to visit the crossings to conduct a diagnostic review and to
discuss potential safety measure updates for the crossings in the proposed quiet zone. John
Vance (AAR) gave a general safety briefing and code of conduct for crossing site visits. A
summary of the notes, discussion items, and recommended improvements for each crossing is
provided in the tables on the following pages. General comments from the meeting that apply to
all crossings are as follows:
•

•
•

1

AAR and MDOT representatives confirmed that no crossings are equipped with all
minimum requirements of gates, flashing lights, power out indicators, and constant
warning time (CWT) detection. Every crossing included in the proposed quiet zone will
need to be upgraded to meet the minimum requirements.
AAR confirmed that the train volumes listed in the FRA inventory are correct and current
as of October 2018 and noted that current train volumes in the corridor are approximately
two per day. The City will use two trains per day for the quiet zone risk calculation.
It was noted that quiet zone will eliminate only the routine sounding of horns at the
proposed crossings. Train horns may still be sounded in the case of an emergency
(vehicle, person, or animal on the track) or if construction activity is occurring adjacent to
the tracks. It was also stressed that the sounding of the Amtrak trains on the Norfolk
Southern rail line will not be affected by the proposed AAR quiet zone.

https://www.michigan.gov/mdot/0,4616,7-151-22444_56486-343808--,00.html
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The City will need to collect updated traffic volumes prior to pursuing quiet zone
implementation. The FRA prefers counts collected within one to three years.
Non-traversable medians were discussed as improvement options at many of the
crossings. However, median lengths at many crossings are limited by the confined
geometry and nature of each crossing.
o Non-traversable medians are required to be at least six inches high to qualify as
SSMs or ASMs. The City is encouraged to use eight-inch-high curbs to ensure
that this requirement is met. This will allow for a small degree of construction
error and also allows for a future pavement overlay without impacting the curb
height requirement.
o To qualify as an SSM improvement, median must be at least 100 feet long
measured from the gate arm to the last full-height section of the median.
However, SSM median lengths may be reduced to as little as 60 feet if a public
roadway or commercial access prevents the installation of a longer median.
o Medians less than 60 feet may be implemented but qualify as ASM improvements
and require the submittal of a Quiet Zone Application to the FRA.
o Channelization devices may be used in a similar manner to non-traversable
medians and are subject to the same length requirements. These improvements are
useful in cases where roadway width may prevent the installation of medians.
Channelization devices are more easily damaged than medians, and must be
properly maintained to remain compliant with the Train Horn Rule.
Roadway closures were also discussed as improvement options at several of the
residential crossings with lower traffic volumes and dangerous rail-roadway geometry.
Representatives from the City mentioned that roadway closures are not a strong interest
by the City nor with residents but will be considered as a potential quiet zone
implementation strategy. Incentive funding for rail closures may be available from
MDOT. The amount of funding is dependent on the traffic volumes as well as the number
of closures that are pursued.
AAR mentioned that pedestrian activity at crossings is a concern, especially in areas of
high residential density and near the University of Michigan campus. AAR is concerned
with high pedestrian traffic and students listening to music who may be unaware of a
passing train, even while sounding its horn. Eli Cooper mentioned that in Ann Arbor
almost 20 percent of residents commute on foot, and over 5 percent commute using a
bicycle. The diagnostic team recommended that pedestrian-focused warning signage be
considered at crossings with high pedestrian activity.
At many crossings, the diagnostic team noted short vehicle storage distance between
adjacent roadways and the tracks. The City should consider installing “DO NOT STOP
ON TRACKS” signs at crossings with short storage distances.
All crossings will need to be equipped with “No Train Horn” signs if a quiet zone is
implemented. Other rail crossing signage and pavement markings consistent with the
guidance in the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) were also
recommended.
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The Treeline Allen Creek Urban Trail is a planned urban trail that is proposed to run
parallel to the railroad tracks.2 Proposed crossing improvements will need to be
considered in coordination with planned trail improvements.
MDOT representatives recommended that 12-inch LEDs be used for flashing light
configurations at all crossing receiving warning device upgrades.
Multiple crossing locations have the potential for conflicts between utility lines and gate
arms. In some cases, this may be addressed through gate mast placement. Other cases
may require utility relocation.
“No Treatment” is indicated as a potential option for many crossings. While not ideal, the
Train Horn Rule does not require the implementation of SSMs or ASMs at every crossing
in a quiet zone so long as the risk calculations are satisfied for the quiet zone as a whole.
Note that this option would still require the installation of minimum warning device
requirements at each crossing.

S. State Street

ASMs:

SSMs:

Crossing Improvement Options (Rank Top 3):
4-Quadrant Gate
1 Non-Traversable Medians
Channelized Delineators
Wayside Horns
Closure
One-Way Streets
Notes:

FRA Crossing ID:
3-Quadrant Gate
Reduced Length Non-Traversable Medians
Reduced Length Channelized Delineators
Other (Describe):

000209V

2 No
Treatment

Current Configuration:
• The crossing currently consists of one AAR track, two northbound travel lanes, two
southbound travel lanes, and two westbound travel lanes at Stimson Street. All
approaches to the crossing are equipped with cantilevers and flashing lights.
• Sidewalks are located on each side of the roadway. A signaled pedestrian crossing is
located at the northwestern corner of the intersection.
• Two 5’ bike lanes are present along State Street in each direction.
• There is a gated access to a golf course in the southwest quadrant of the crossing. The
City noted that this access is used 7-8 times per year for police access and game day
related vehicle access.
Proposed Improvements:
• The proposed improvements include a 100’ non-traversable median to the north and
south and 79’ non-traversable median to the east. A longer median is prevented by a
commercial access on the south side of the road. The proposed medians would qualify as
SSM full-length non-traversable medians.
• The proposed configuration would also be equipped with gates and flashing lights.
• The diagnostic team recommended NO TRAIN HORN signs for the pedestrian pathway on
the west side of the State Street.

2

https://www.a2gov.org/departments/systemsplanning/programs/Documents/Allen%20Creek%20Greenway%20Master%20Plan%20Project/Treeline_MasterPlan
_Draft_v11.pdf
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Private Crossing (University)

ASMs:

SSMs:

Crossing Improvement Options (Rank Top 3):
4-Quadrant Gate
Non-Traversable Medians
Channelized Delineators
Wayside Horns
Closure
One-Way Streets
Notes:

FRA Crossing ID:

000211W

3-Quadrant Gate
Reduced Length Non-Traversable Medians
Reduced Length Channelized Delineators
1 Other (Describe): crossbucks and stop signs
on both sides of tracks

No
Treatment

Current Configuration:
• The crossing currently consists of two AAR tracks. The USDOT crossing inventory forms
indicate that this is a pedestrian crossing. However, while the crossing is primarily used
for pedestrians, university utility vehicles also use this crossing. The crossing inventory
should be updated to reflect a designation as a highway crossing. University staff
confirmed that this crossing is heavily used on football game days, as students and other
fans make their way from parking lots and residential areas to Michigan Stadium.
• The crossing is currently equipped only with crossbucks.
Proposed Improvements:
• As a private crossing, the FRA does not require gates, flashing, lights, power-out
indicators, or CWT detection. At a minimum, private crossings must be equipped with
crossbucks and stop signs. It is up to the diagnostic team to determine if additional
improvements are necessary.
• The diagnostic team noted that both crossbucks are located on the north side of the
crossing. Each crossbuck should be located on the right side of the approaching roadway.
• The diagnostic team recommended the consideration of gates at the crossing, accessible
only for authorized card holders and pedestrians on game days. The proposed gates
would not be connected to the rail system.
• It was noted that AAR typically avoids train movements near game times to reduce the
potential threat to pedestrians and vehicles using the crossing.

E. Hoover Avenue

ASMs:

SSMs:

Crossing Improvement Options (Rank Top 3):
4-Quadrant Gate
Non-Traversable Medians
Channelized Delineators
Wayside Horns
Closure
One-Way Streets
Notes:

FRA Crossing ID:

1

000212D

3-Quadrant Gate
Reduced Length Non-Traversable Medians
Reduced Length Channelized Delineators
Other (Describe):

2 No
Treatment

Current Configuration:
• The crossing currently consists of one AAR track, one eastbound travel lane and one
westbound travel lane. All approaches to the crossing are equipped with crossbucks and
flashing lights.
• Sidewalks and 5’ bike lanes are located on each side of the roadway in each direction at
the crossing.
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Proposed Improvements:
• The proposed improvements include non-traversable medians of 52’ to the east and 44’
to the west. Longer medians are not possible due to the proximity of commercial
accesses. A commercial access in the southwest quadrant would be located within the
median extents and would be limited to right-in/right-out turn movements. The
proposed medians would qualify as ASM reduced-length non-traversable medians.

Hill Street

ASMs:

SSMs:

Crossing Improvement Options (Rank Top 3):
4-Quadrant Gate
Non-Traversable Medians
Channelized Delineators
Wayside Horns
Closure
One-Way Streets
Notes:

FRA Crossing ID:
3-Quadrant Gate
1 Reduced Length Non-Traversable Medians
Reduced Length Channelized Delineators
Other (Describe):

000213K

2 No
Treatment

Current Configuration:
• The crossing currently consists of two AAR tracks, one eastbound travel lane and one
westbound travel lane. All approaches to the crossing are equipped with crossbucks and
flashing lights.
• Sidewalks and 5’ bike lanes are located on each side of the roadway in each direction at
the crossing.
Proposed Improvements:
• Commercial accesses are in close proximity to the crossing on each approach, posing
major difficulties for installing non-traversable medians without severely impacting
property access. The accesses may also need to be modified to allow for the installation
of gates.
• If the accesses can be modified and/or limited to right-in/right-out turning movements, it
may be possible to install 70’ medians to the east of the crossing and 15’ medians west
of the crossing (longer medians up to 100’ may be possible through a reconfiguration of
the access to the property in the northwest quadrant). The medians would qualify as
ASM improvements.
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E. Madison Street

ASMs:

SSMs:

Crossing Improvement Options (Rank Top 3):
4-Quadrant Gate
Non-Traversable Medians
Channelized Delineators
Wayside Horns
Closure
One-Way Streets
Notes:

FRA Crossing ID:
3-Quadrant Gate
Reduced Length Non-Traversable Medians
Reduced Length Channelized Delineators
Other (Describe):

000214S

1 No
Treatment

Current Configuration:
• The crossing currently consists of one AAR track, one eastbound travel lane and one
westbound travel lane. All approaches to the crossing are equipped with crossbucks and
cantilevers with flashing lights.
• Sidewalks are located on each side of the roadway in each direction at the crossing.
• This crossing and the adjacent crossing at Main Street are scheduled for an upgrade to
include pre-signals. Both crossings would will also be controlled from a single bungalow.
The upgrade is scheduled for April/May of 2019. CWT will not be included in this
upgrade.
• There is an abandoned siding track to the east of the crossing. AAR noted that this track
is scheduled for removal.
Proposed Improvements:
• AAR noted that this crossing and the adjacent Main Street crossing are likely to have
issues with CWT detection due to the propensity for the track ballast to become
saturated with water runoff, particularly in the winter when roads have been salted. The
City and AAR have the option of submitting a Request for Waiver of CWT Requirement to
the FRA. The FRA would then determine if CWT is reasonably practical at this crossing.
• Multiple commercial accesses are in close proximity to the crossing in all crossing
quadrants, posing major challenges for installing non-traversable medians.
• Due to the commercial access complications, no treatment is recommended at this
crossing.

S. Main Street

ASMs:

SSMs:

Crossing Improvement Options (Rank Top 3):
1 4-Quadrant Gate
Non-Traversable Medians
Channelized Delineators
Wayside Horns
Closure
One-Way Streets
Notes:

FRA Crossing ID:
3-Quadrant Gate
Reduced Length Non-Traversable Medians
Reduced Length Channelized Delineators
Other (Describe):

000215Y

2 No
Treatment

Current Configuration:
• The crossing currently consists of one AAR track, two northbound travel lanes and two
southbound travel lanes. All approaches to the crossing are equipped with crossbucks
and cantilevers with flashing lights.
• Sidewalks are located on each side of the roadway in each direction at the crossing.
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Proposed Improvements:
• Commercial accesses are located in close proximity to the crossing in all four quadrants,
making the use of non-traversable medians difficult.
• Four-quadrant gates are proposed as a potential improvement at this crossing. Due to
the skew of the crossing, the placement of the entry and exit gates on each side would
be staggered, requiring the placement of a non-traversable median between the gates.
• No treatment was also discussed a potential option at this crossing.
• A road diet was discussed for the roadway approaches to this crossing. This would
involve reducing the four-lane roadway to three lanes, with one center left turn lane.
• See notes for E. Madison Street regarding planned MDOT pre-signal project and CWT
Detection issues.
• Due to higher pedestrian volumes pedestrian scale NO TRAIN HORN signs should be
considered at this crossing on each sidewalk.

Private Crossing

ASMs:

SSMs:

Crossing Improvement Options (Rank Top 3):
4-Quadrant Gate
Non-Traversable Medians
Channelized Delineators
Wayside Horns
Closure
One-Way Streets
Notes:

FRA Crossing ID:
3-Quadrant Gate
Reduced Length Non-Traversable Medians
Reduced Length Channelized Delineators
1 Other (Describe):
Crossbucks and stop signs on each side of the
crossing

000216F

No
Treatment

Current Configuration:
• The crossing currently consists of one AAR track, located within a private parking lot used
for the employees of an adjacent building.
• There are crossbucks at the crossing, although the diagnostic team noted they are not in
the proper locations.
Proposed Improvements:
• The proposed upgrade to the crossing consists of installing crossbucks with stop signs in
the correct locations. The standard location for these signs would interfere with traffic
movements. The placement of the crossbucks and stop signs will need to be coordinated
further with MDOT and FRA.
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W. Jefferson Street

ASMs:

SSMs:

Crossing Improvement Options (Rank Top 3):
4-Quadrant Gate
Non-Traversable Medians
Channelized Delineators
Wayside Horns
2 Closure
One-Way Streets
Notes:

FRA Crossing ID:

000218U

3-Quadrant Gate
Reduced Length Non-Traversable Medians
Reduced Length Channelized Delineators
Other (Describe):

1 No
Treatment

Current Configuration:
• The crossing currently consists of one AAR track, one eastbound travel lane and one
westbound travel lane. All approaches to the crossing are equipped with crossbucks and
cantilevers with flashing lights.
• Sidewalks are located on each side of the roadway in each direction at the crossing.
• This crossing is located in extremely close proximity to the next crossing at Ashley Street.
Proposed Improvements:
• Commercial accesses are located in close proximity on each side of the westbound
approach. Ashley Street is located in close proximity on the eastbound approach. These
issues severely limit the potential to use non-traversable medians.
• Closure was discussed as a potential option at this crossing given relatively lower traffic
volumes (1,126 vehicles per day, 2010 data).

Ashley Street

ASMs:

SSMs:

Crossing Improvement Options (Rank Top 3):
4-Quadrant Gate
Non-Traversable Medians
Channelized Delineators
Wayside Horns
3 Closure
One-Way Streets
Notes:

FRA Crossing ID:

000219B

3-Quadrant Gate
1 Reduced Length Non-Traversable Medians
Reduced Length Channelized Delineators
Other (Describe):

2 No
Treatment

Current Configuration:
• Ashley Street is currently a one-way street with a single lane in the northbound direction.
The City will be reconfiguring this crossing to a two-way street. Proposed improvements
will assume a two-way configuration and an upgrade to include the minimum warning
device requirements.
• Sidewalks are located on each side of the roadway at the crossing.
Proposed Improvements:
• Access to a residential townhouse development is located on the east side of the
roadway immediately north of the crossing. This access would be located between the
proposed southbound gate arm and the tracks and an additional gate for westbound
traffic coming out of the development may be required.
• Non-traversable medians were proposed as a potential option at this crossing include 15’
of median to the south and 100’ of median to the north.
• Closure was discussed as a potential option at this crossing.
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William Street

ASMs:

SSMs:

Crossing Improvement Options (Rank Top 3):
4-Quadrant Gate
Non-Traversable Medians
Channelized Delineators
Wayside Horns
Closure
One-Way Streets
Notes:

FRA Crossing ID:

1

000220V

3-Quadrant Gate
Reduced Length Non-Traversable Medians
Reduced Length Channelized Delineators
Other (Describe):

2 No
Treatment

Current Configuration:
• The crossing currently consists of one AAR track, one eastbound travel lane and two
westbound travel lanes. All approaches to the crossing are equipped with cantilevers,
flashing lights, and crossbucks.
• The City has planned the installation of a protected cycle track on the north side of the
roadway. The westbound left turn lane will be removed to allow for this installation.
• Sidewalks are located on each side of the roadway.
Proposed Improvements:
• The proposed improvements include a 100’ non-traversable median to the east and 20’
non-traversable median to the west. The proposed medians would qualify as ASM
reduced-length non-traversable medians.

S. First Street

ASMs:

SSMs:

Crossing Improvement Options (Rank Top 3):
4-Quadrant Gate
Non-Traversable Medians
Channelized Delineators
Wayside Horns
Closure
One-Way Streets
Notes:

FRA Crossing ID:
3-Quadrant Gate
1 Reduced Length Non-Traversable Medians
Reduced Length Channelized Delineators
Other (Describe):

000221C

2 No
Treatment

Current Configuration:
• S. First Street is currently a one-way street with two travel lanes in the southbound
direction. A five foot bike lane exists on the east side of the road the bike lane ends at
the RR crossing. The City will be reconfiguring this crossing to a two-way street.
Proposed improvements will assume a two-way configuration and an upgrade to include
the minimum warning device requirements.
• The City is also planning the installation of a protected cycle track on this street.
• Sidewalks are located on each side of the roadway.
Proposed Improvements:
• Access to a commercial parking lot is located on the east side of the roadway
immediately north of the crossing. This access would be located between the proposed
southbound gate arm and the tracks. The diagnostic team recommended relocating this
access to the north.
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The proposed improvements include a 100’ non-traversable median to the south and a
20’ non-traversable median to the north. A longer median is not possible to the north of
the crossing due to the location of the commercial parking lot access on the east side of
the road. The proposed medians would qualify as ASM reduced-length non-traversable
medians.
If medians are installed south of the crossing, the eleven angled parking spaces to the
south of the crossing must be removed.
A small service access is located immediately south of the crossing on the west side of
the road. The City will coordinate with the property owner to determine the frequency of
use for the access and the potential for closure of the access.

W. Liberty Street

ASMs:

SSMs:

Crossing Improvement Options (Rank Top 3):
4-Quadrant Gate
Non-Traversable Medians
Channelized Delineators
Wayside Horns
Closure
One-Way Streets
Notes:

FRA Crossing ID:

1

000223R

3-Quadrant Gate
Reduced Length Non-Traversable Medians
Reduced Length Channelized Delineators
Other (Describe):

2 No
Treatment

Current Configuration:
• The crossing currently consists of one AAR track, one westbound travel lane and one
eastbound travel lanes (diverging to one through and one right-turn east of the crossing).
All approaches to the crossing are equipped with crossbucks and flashing lights.
• Sidewalks are located on each side of the roadway.
• A 5’ bike lane is present along both the eastbound and westbound travel directions.
Proposed Improvements:
• The proposed improvements include a 60’ non-traversable median to the west and a 40’
non-traversable median to the east. Longer medians are not possible due to the
proximity of First Street to the east and a commercial parking lot access to the west on
the north side of the roadway. The proposed medians would qualify as ASM reducedlength non-traversable medians.
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W. Summit Street

ASMs:

SSMs:

Crossing Improvement Options (Rank Top 3):
1 4-Quadrant Gate
Non-Traversable Medians
Channelized Delineators
Wayside Horns
Closure
One-Way Streets
Notes:

FRA Crossing ID:
3-Quadrant Gate
Reduced Length Non-Traversable Medians
Reduced Length Channelized Delineators
2 Other (Describe):
Exclude from quiet zone

000228A

No
Treatment

Current Configuration:
• The crossing currently consists of one AAR track, one westbound travel lane and one
eastbound travel lane. An intersection with two public roadways (Wildt Street, Hiscock
Street) is located immediately to the west of the crossing on each side of the road.
• All approaches to the crossing are equipped with crossbucks and flashing lights.
Cantilever-mounted flashing lights are provided for the approaches from Wildt Street
and Hiscock Street.
• Sidewalks are located on each side of the roadway.
Proposed Improvements:
• The proximity of the roadway intersections west of the crossing prevents the installation
of non-traversable medians on the eastbound approach. Medians would be possible if
the intersection with Wildt Street (to the north and west of the crossing) was closed, but
this would require a substantial detour for residents on Wildt Street. A median on the
eastbound approach would also limit the intersection with Hiscock Street to rightin/right-out movements. This would substantially alter travel patterns for vehicle going
to and from Triangle towing to the south of the crossing.
• Due to the complexity of the crossing and adjacent intersection, the diagnostic team
recommended the installment of four-quadrant gates at this crossing.
• Alternatively, as this crossing is more than a quarter mile from the next nearest crossing
to either the north or the south, it could be excluded from the quiet zone entirely.

Wright Street

ASMs:

SSMs:

Crossing Improvement Options (Rank Top 3):
4-Quadrant Gate
Non-Traversable Medians
Channelized Delineators
Wayside Horns
1 Closure
One-Way Streets
Notes:

FRA Crossing ID:
3-Quadrant Gate
Reduced Length Non-Traversable Medians
2 Reduced Length Channelized Delineators
Other (Describe):

000231H

3 No
Treatment

Current Configuration:
• The crossing currently consists of one AAR track, one northbound travel lane and one
southbound travel lane. All approaches to the crossing are equipped with crossbucks and
stop signs.
• Sidewalks are located on each side of the roadway.
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•

AAR noted that train speed increases to 15 mph at this crossing and the remaining
crossings to the north.
Proposed Improvements:
• The diagnostic team identified this crossing as a candidate for closure due to low traffic
volumes (150 vehicles per day, 2010 data).
• Due to narrow roadway width, channelization devices were identified as a potential
improvement option at this crossing, including 30’ channelization to the north and 100’
channelization to the south. The proposed improvements would qualify as ASM
reduced-length channelized delineators.

Longshore Drive

ASMs:

SSMs:

Crossing Improvement Options (Rank Top 3):
4-Quadrant Gate
Non-Traversable Medians
2 Channelized Delineators
Wayside Horns
1 Closure
One-Way Streets
Notes:

FRA Crossing ID:
3-Quadrant Gate
Reduced Length Non-Traversable Medians
Reduced Length Channelized Delineators
Other (Describe):

000232P

3 No
Treatment

Current Configuration:
• The crossing currently consists of one AAR track, one eastbound travel lane and one
westbound travel lane. All approaches to the crossing are equipped with crossbucks and
stop signs.
• A sidewalk is located on the northern side of the roadway.
Proposed Improvements:
• The diagnostic team identified this crossing as a possible candidate for closure due to low
traffic volumes (624 vehicles per day, 2010 data). City staff described the potential
closure may not be feasible as this road provides access to a significant water feature,
the Argo Cascades.
• Due to narrow roadway width, channelized delineators were identified as a potential
improvement option at this crossing, including 70’ channelization to the west and 65’
channelization to the east. The proposed improvements would qualify as SSM
channelized delineators.
• The City noted they may also consider widening of the roadway to allow for the
installation of non-traversable medians.
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Pontiac Trail

ASMs:

SSMs:

Crossing Improvement Options (Rank Top 3):
4-Quadrant Gate
1 Non-Traversable Medians
Channelized Delineators
Wayside Horns
Closure
One-Way Streets
Notes:

FRA Crossing ID:
3-Quadrant Gate
Reduced Length Non-Traversable Medians
Reduced Length Channelized Delineators
Other (Describe):

000233W

2 No
Treatment

Current Configuration:
• The crossing currently consists of one AAR track, one northbound travel lane and one
southbound travel lane. All approaches to the crossing are equipped with crossbucks and
flashing lights.
• Sidewalks are located on each side of the roadway.
• 5’ bike lanes are present along Pontiac Trail in each direction
Proposed Improvements:
• There is a private driveway access immediately to the north of the crossing on the west
side of the road. Due to the skew of the tracks, a standard gate mast would need to be
located directly in the driveway in order to be perpendicular to the roadway. AAR noted
that they may be able to locate the gate mast on the edge of the driveway and install the
gate at a less than perpendicular angle.
• The proposed improvements at this crossing include installing a 60’ non-traversable
median to the south, and a 100’ non-traversable median to the north of the crossing. The
proposed medians would qualify as SSM non-traversable medians.

Bowen Street

ASMs:

SSMs:

Crossing Improvement Options (Rank Top 3):
4-Quadrant Gate
Non-Traversable Medians
Channelized Delineators
Wayside Horns
1 Closure
One-Way Streets
Notes:

FRA Crossing ID:
3-Quadrant Gate
Reduced Length Non-Traversable Medians
2 Reduced Length Channelized Delineators
Other (Describe):

000234D

3 No
Treatment

Current Configuration:
• The crossing currently consists of one AAR track, one eastbound travel lane and one
westbound travel lane. All approaches to the crossing are equipped with crossbucks and
stop signs.
Proposed Improvements:
• The diagnostic team identified this crossing as a candidate for closure due to low traffic
volumes (148 vehicles per day, 2010 data).
• Due to narrow roadway width, channelized delineators were identified as a potential
improvement option at this crossing, including 85’ channelization to the west and 50’
channelization to the east. The proposed improvements would qualify as ASM reducedlength channelized delineators.
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Traver Road

ASMs:

SSMs:

Crossing Improvement Options (Rank Top 3):
4-Quadrant Gate
1 Non-Traversable Medians
Channelized Delineators
Wayside Horns
Closure
One-Way Streets
Notes:

FRA Crossing ID:
3-Quadrant Gate
Reduced Length Non-Traversable Medians
Reduced Length Channelized Delineators
Other (Describe):

000235K

2 No
Treatment

Current Configuration:
• The crossing currently consists of one AAR track, one northbound travel lane and one
southbound travel lane. All approaches to the crossing are equipped with crossbucks and
flashing lights.
• A sidewalk is located on the east side of the roadway.
Proposed Improvements:
• There is a private driveway access immediately to the south of the crossing on the east
side of the road. Due to the skew of the tracks, a standard gate mast would need to be
located directly in the driveway in order to be perpendicular to the roadway. AAR noted
that they may be able to locate the gate mast on the edge of the driveway and install the
gate at a less than perpendicular angle.
• The proposed improvements to this crossing include installing a 100’ non-traversable
medians to the north and south of the crossing. The proposed medians would qualify as
SSM non-traversable medians. Multiple private driveways would be limited to rightin/right-out turn movements.

Barton Drive

ASMs:

SSMs:

Crossing Improvement Options (Rank Top 3):
4-Quadrant Gate
Non-Traversable Medians
Channelized Delineators
Wayside Horns
Closure
One-Way Streets
Notes:

FRA Crossing ID:
3-Quadrant Gate
1 Reduced Length Non-Traversable Medians
Reduced Length Channelized Delineators
Other (Describe):

000236S

2 No
Treatment

Current Configuration:
• The crossing currently consists of one AAR track, one eastbound travel lane and one
westbound travel lane. The eastbound land contains a right turn lane at the intersection.
All approaches to the crossing are equipped with crossbucks and flashing lights.
• Sidewalks are located on both sides of the roadway.
Proposed Improvements:
• The proposed improvement to this crossing includes installing a 100’ non-traversable
median to the west of the crossing. A median will not be possible to the east of the
crossing due to the proximity of Barton Drive. The proposed median would qualify as
ASM reduced-length non-traversable medians.
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The following two crossings were reviewed by members of the diagnostic team. It should be
noted that both crossings are owned and maintained by Great Lakes Central (GLC) Railroad. The
City will coordinate crossing improvements with GLC if these crossings are included in any
proposed quiet zones.

Traver Road

ASMs:

SSMs:

Crossing Improvement Options (Rank Top 3):
4-Quadrant Gate
2 Non-Traversable Medians
Channelized Delineators
Wayside Horns
1 Closure
One-Way Streets
Notes:

FRA Crossing ID:
3-Quadrant Gate
Reduced Length Non-Traversable Medians
Reduced Length Channelized Delineators
Other (Describe):

000239M

3 No
Treatment

Current Configuration:
• The crossing currently consists of one GLC track, one eastbound travel lane and one
westbound travel lane. The roadway surface is gravel. Each approach is equipped with
crossbucks and stop signs.
Proposed Improvements:
• The diagnostic team recommended that the City consider closure of this crossing due to
relatively low traffic volumes (460 vehicles per day, 2010 data).
• Full-length non-traversable medians were considered as a potential improvement option
but would require that the roadway surface be paved on each approach. The roadway
would also need to be widened to accommodate the median.

Dhu Varren Road

ASMs:

SSMs:

Crossing Improvement Options (Rank Top 3):
4-Quadrant Gate
1 Non-Traversable Medians
Channelized Delineators
Wayside Horns
Closure
One-Way Streets
Notes:

FRA Crossing ID:
3-Quadrant Gate
Reduced Length Non-Traversable Medians
Reduced Length Channelized Delineators
Other (Describe):

000240G

2 No
Treatment

Current Configuration:
• The crossing currently consists of one GLC track, one eastbound travel lane and one
westbound travel lane. The crossing is equipped with all the minimum warning device
requirements.
Proposed Improvements:
• The proposed improvement to this crossing includes installing a 100’ non-traversable
median on each crossing approach. The proposed improvements would qualify as SSM
non-traversable medians.

Appendix B: Baseline Quiet Zone Risk Calculations

